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'ABSTRACT

.The pelper extends our earlier anal4is of t9aching to the analYsis

of the bést teachers'for Whom we could bbAin tran'scripts. The

analysis .,attempts to 'specify the set of goals and subgoals that
1

guide the tachersw the s of.specIfIc strategies that the teachers

use to ge'nerate 5as,es, questions, and comments for.thestudents, and

the control, structu;e that he teachers, use to allocate their time

between different goals. The theory conStructed ftom this analysis

can be aliplied in educating .,teachers to be effective, and in

building intelligent, CAI Systems' of the'futOre.
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INTRODWTION

.
In previous work (Collins, 1977; Collins, Warnock, Aiello, and

Miller., 1975a; Collins, Warnock and Passafiume, 1975b; SteVens and

Collins, 1977) we have attempted to build fOrmal process theories qf

the goals and strategies of human tutors. In thi!s paper we attempt

to analyze the strategies of the very best teachers for which we

could obtain films or transcripts.

T'he teachers we analyzed have diverse teaching goalsiand

strtegies. Nevertheless we can abstract out common :elements in

t4ir teaching,".as well as reasons for the differences. All of the
\

teacheu use some version of the case, inquiry, or discovery inethod

of teaching (Anderson and Faust; 1974; Sigel'and:Saunders, 1979).

They do not simply teach faCts-p.,.\but rather4 they teach basic

p'rinciples, or basic, problem solvipg strategies for approaching

different kinds of pOlems. For example,,one teacher% we. analyzed:
.\ .1

is particularly effective in teaching his students how to attack

problems. His students end up using many of the,same techniques he

uses to approaqh novel problemA. SuCh an outcome indicates that it
,

is possible to teach problem ,sOlving strategies and that these

techniques are sufficient to do so.\

k?
1

. r
The

\
theory of interactive teaching that we are constructing is

. ,

caSt in* a framewbrk Similar to that used by Newell and Simon (1972)

to describe human problem solving. It contains three parts:

Pk,
0



1. The'goals and subgoals of effectiVe t

2. The strategies used to

subgoals.

rS .

realize (Afferent goals and

3. The control structure for selecting and pursuing

different gOa1s and subqoals.

Teachers typically pursue several goals simultaneously. Each.goal

,has associated with it.a set of strategies lor selecting cases,

asking questions, and giving. comments. These are represented in our

theory.as condition-action paiis (Collins, 1977). In pursuing goals

simultaneously, teAhers maintain an agenda (Collins, et al., 1975b;

Stevens and Collins, 1977) which allows them to allocate their'time

among the various goals efficierttly. rhe theory therefore

encompasses goals, stategies, and control.structure.

see two kinds of uses for 0 formal theory,of interictive

teaching: Cde're,ntiv there is much active research'. to dekielop

intelligent computer assiSted instructIOn (ICA1) systems (e.g.,,

Sleeman 4nd Brown, 1979; Goldstein and Brown, 1979). rio the degree .

A
can develop precise theories oieffectIve teaching strategies,4 we

the.se can be embedded in ICAI systemf. Equalry important are the

impkications 'for teacher education. We think we can mak? expliclt
.

the kind of goals our best teachers pursue, and the specific'
.0-

strategies they usqffor dealing with different kinds of situations.

In summary,twe think it is possible to,make the accumulated tacit

knowledge of 'ouT best teachers explicit enough both for future

teacKet:s to learn and for ICAI systems to use.,

_5_ 4.



Termin0,1041, uqed iiry.hejheory

Many _of the "teacitling strate0

4

.describé
.

( . I 1 ,

commUnicate*the teach:40;s understanding.of'the causal structure of.a '

(domain to a student.
)

Thus ewe need a way to notate a causal

istructure. One way of representin i4Lcausal dependencies is n terms.

serve.

of an and/or graph (Stevenssand Collins, 1980). Figure 1 shows such

a graph for the causal dependencies derived by a student in a
I.

dialogue that one of us conducted on growing grain in different

places . (Collins, et' al., 1975A). 'Each place that was discussed

funAioned as a case in the terminlogy of' the theory. In the
,

figure rice ,grolefing is the dependent variable,, and is treated as a

function having two possible valves: either yo6 can grow rice oryou

oAn't. In other sections of the dialogue wheat growing and corn

growing were diScussed as alternative dependent vari*les. tlili)ce
, 1.,

4,
,

:..,

grain growin 0.fiich the student treated as a threshold function,,,
Y

many dependent variables are treaeted as continuous functions (e.g.'a

'place is corder or warmer), where there is a continuous range of

values,.

During the course of the Aialogue the student identified four

principal factors affecting rice growing: fresh water, a' flat area,

fertile soil, and warm temperate. These were configdr,ed as shown

in the diagram. These factors (or independent vaiabi.e0),are linRed

to rice growihg k Cough chains with variOus intermediate skeps. In
1

fact any 'node id. a chain can be considOred as a factor affecting
.N

subseque.nt uodes. Figure 1 itself represer0 only '4 'top-level':
4

*, description, since nodes or links in the diagram can be expanT

4 .



more detail (Stevens SAU Collins, 1977). Links expand into chains

of links and nodes, so that for example "irrigation" dan be
a

considered an intermqdiate -node on the chain from "river or\lake" to
4

"supply of fresh water".

Given',A set of' factors, and a dependent- variable, a rule (or

hypOtbesip) is any- funotion- that relates /values of*o7 or more.

wfactows to values of the'dependent'variabje.. A rule can be more or

less complete, depending on the degree it takes into account all the

relevant factors and the entire range of valdes of the dependent

variable. For example arule about:rice growihg might assert that
fr

.growing tice depends on heavy rainfall and fertile soil.. Such a

ru;le is obviously incomplete with rekDeci ,to the min,i-theorY shown

in Figure 1. A. theory specifies the causal structure 'interrelating

-different rules. In complex domains like rice growing and medicine,

no theory is ever complete.

Insert Figure 1! here

*
Give'n the dependehciee in'the diagram, it is apparent that a

factor like heavy rainfall is neither necessary nor sufficient for
f

,Kige growihg.. It is not necessary because.obtaining a supply of.
4,

. i
fresh wSter (which i4 a ned'essaryJactor)lcan also be satisfied by,

a, ,,
.,

irrigation' from a rivet or lake. It is not bufficient bbcause
, .

:
other^factors, such aq a' wdrm terverature, are required. When pflor

( .
.

4t .

'nodes are,cormec.ted into a node by'an "or", any 0 the prior nodes
' ,

, P..
/0

a
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Figure 1., A student't analysis'of the
V
causal f tOrs

. affecting rice growing.



1

.

is sufficient and none i,s necessarymiith.respect to that node..- For".

,

example, either heavy-rainfall or a iiver or a lake is a: sufficient

_JJ2Hrce 'for .f..sesh waterj }DLit none of these.is necessary.for fresh

water. In contrast,.when prior nodes are connected into a node .by..

an "and all of , the prior nodes are nece ssary and :none is
.

.

sufficient with respect4to that riode, F'or example, fresh wate'r is

necessary to fiood a flat-area, but is not-suffiáient: Though heavy-,
. ,

, . /
.

.
- .

i
rainfall is sufficient as source of fresh water, it s not

sufficient for growihg ricee because of tile "ands" in the: causal

s tructure between rainfall and'rice. Any variable nort inCluded as a
.

factor in the diagram is. effectively.treated as irKelevani to the

d'

Independent. and Dependent Variables in Different Domains

Table lIllustrates hOw the" terminology applies to teachi.ng

strategies, in different domains.:- We believe that these'teaching
, .,......

techniques can be-applied to"virtually'any domain. in Table .1 we

areivAot tryimg ..td litt al possible independent and dependent'

.

vari'alds, nor.are we r4inT out other. possible 'assignmerlts; these
OP .

.

..
.

. .

are Merely meant, to indicate the most common ass.ignments that

,teachees make.

Insert Table 1 here

Lpt us briefly explain these. examples:- ,

.
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1. In ar:ithrne 'a.--StLide_nt\ solves problems .'in 'or.der
. ..

'learn how to. handle dijférent operations, numb0,
0-x

.
. .

4 v ,.. .e...
..

variables, etc. Bpcauw Of the procedural .emphasliii iii
, 6 - .. , ).

arithmetic, it is:the domain that. fits'our teeminology
r .; .

least well.

2. In art history, the teacher attempts toci teach $eudents

how ,technigues, uses of,textute.& color, .truc(lural

inierre1atiOnships, etc., 'create certain effects on Le

. viewer.
4

3. In law, historical cases are used to teach students how

different variables (hisrricaf precede.nts, laws,

aspects of the.'particular case; ,etc-!,) affect legal

outcomes.

4. In medicine, the goal is to teach students how to

diagnose aifferent diseases, given patterng of
,

symptoms, their course of development, and the

patients history and appearance. \

5. In geographx most variables ..are treated both as

independent and dependent variables 'on difftrent

occasions. For example, -average -Uemperature is a

dependent variable with respect to the firsttOrderC

facto.rs, latitude ar/jid altitude, -and general

second-order factors, distance frbm the sea, wind and

sea IcurrcAts, tree aria cloud Cover,. -etc: But, in turn,

tempe, rature is a factor affecting dependent variables

such as population density, prOtucts, land types, etc.
6

-9- ,

t)
4,

4

. .
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6.,In moral edycafion, teacheimp try to tlith rulrs of

4

4

Y

.

*

.

, . moral behavior by cOnsideiing diffeient situations wik
.

. -
.

,
.

, . . . .

.. .

. respeag.to.the-actions and motivep of the participants,
.

.

I. 1 .

7. In botany, one learns what configvations of the shape,

branches, leaves,* ptc., go with what tree and plant

Whether a variable is treited as a dependent 'or ,independent

.

variable dePends on what the teadher ids trying to teach. It does.

. .,

.

not depend on the directidn of causality. For-example, in geography
v.

or law, the indeendent variables (e.g., amount of available w.ater)
A

are typic4l1y.presented-as causes of the dependent variabNles

population. density). On the other.hand, in electroni.cs or med'icine

where the emphasis 7is on diagnosis, the independent variables (i.e.,

symptoms) are typically effects causedby the dependent variables

(i.e., faults or diseases). In some domafns, such as botany, there
/

is no gausaiity in.eithen dirextion. .What funatirins es a dependent'

variable is merely what one,tries to make,predictions'about in the

real world.

V.

DATA ANALYZED

Th Jdialogues we have analy,zed range over a variety of domains

and situations. gome ar6 with individual- students and -some 'with

groups of students. -The students range in.'.age from preschoolers to

,adults. In.some caset the teacher has a well-worked, out plan as to

yhere the Aialogue
/
ill go, whereas in others the teacher does not.

I * I .

We gab illustrate,the varidty by descxibing brietly each of the

dialogues we have analyzed.

-10-
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TaiDre'i2 li.sts the 'dialogues we have14nalyzed mdtt recetatly..

the. Men() dialogue by plato (1924) operates as a case method on'!"two
or

,levels. fOn one level Socrates tries Eo convince Nieno.that all ideap

are innate by, demonstrating that a slave boy "linoWsP a square with

sidesur7 units long ig-twice as*large.as a square with eies 1, urli
,

long. On thj'second level Socrates gets the slave boy to-Pfigure out

,the 'area by considering different Possible c.instructi6ns: Socrates

frequently uses "entrapinent strategies'Otting the slave boy to make

a wc/Orig hypothesits, and then tracing "the consequences of tile

hypothesis until ttle slave boy sees the Contradiction. Socrates'

purpose is not entirely pedagogical and Eherefore there is veri

little,problem solving'or discoverylpy_ Meno or the slave boy.

Irisert TabIe 2 here

6

I

Another transcript is from a film series showing Max Beberman,

a famous math teacher, teaching junior-high* students. In the

transcript Beberman starts'out by giving, students problems to work

that involve a complicated prot-4durefor computing the 'sum of real

nymberq,.. The'procedure involves going right on a piece of graph

paper the distance corresponding to any.positive number being added,

and 'left 'fot any negative number.. Students quickly start using a
a 4

shortcut*; they add the positive numbers together, the negative

numbers together, opd take the differende. That is they learn a

genetalized procedure for adding real nuffibers. Later Beberman tried

to get the students to foribulite'the rules* for addition of real



L.

.

*

4.

Table 2

Dialogues Ana1lheC1 wit) Cases,

Independent and DepFndent Variables Specified

1, Socrates with slave.boy i4 Meno dialogue

(C=square with twice areas IV=16igth Of sides a diagonal;

DV=area of square)

2. Beberman with junior high'students on addition of real numbers

(C=problems; IV=numbers, direction's; DV=answers)

3. Anderson with junior high girl on, the distributive law in .

arithmetic

(C=problems; IV=numbers, operators, order, sumrDV=answerS)

4. Marman with pre-schoolers (In who can play with blocks

(C=situation; IV=girls end boys rights, actions, amount of

playtime;"DV=fairness)
'"

5. ;41rman with pre-schoolers on morality of characters in Pete

Pan

(C=characters; IV=actions and moiives

DV=morality)

characters;

6. Schank with graduate students on planning (3 phases)

1C=kbal wor)d goals; IV=properties of action and motives;

DV=plans vs. nonplans)

.(C=same; IV=same; DV=primitive types of plans)

(C=same;11Vmptimitive'types.of plans; DV=co icaied plan)



,

numbers as shown in this short excerpt: (The excerpts are annotated

With the goals and strategies explained later.)

T: I want to state a rule hee&which would tell somebody how to
V

add 'negative numbers if they.didn't know how to do,lt before.

Christipne? (Ask for rule formulation.)

The.absolute value---wellv.La plus b equals uh--negative--

T: Yes, what do we do when we try to do a .problem like that?

Christine is on the right track. (Reward rule formulation.)

What do you actually'do? Go ahead, Christfhe. (Ask for rule

formulapion.) 9

41111

S: You add he numbers of arithmetic 5 and 7, and then you

T: I add the numbers of arithmetic 5 and 7; but how do I get the

numbers of arithMetic when I'm talking with känumerali like

this? (Ask for generalization of factors.)

S: Well, you can substitute.

Tr But-I don't want to talk about any special cases now; I want

to .talk about all the Ases at once. (Ask for generalization

of factors.)

What we see Beberman doing is creating-a situation where students

working, problems will induce an abstract rule' for addition of real

.numbers.

The 'third transcript we analyzed sshows Professor Richard

Anderson of the University of Illinois teaching a junior-high girl

to indUce the distributive law in arithmetic. It parallels the

Beberman transcript in that a 'series of. E;roblems ig given in order

-12 -



OD get the student to induCe a general. rule. Anderson: carefully
J.

selected probie-Ms to, make the-distributive law apparent. Some ofJ

lhis can be seen in the fa,llowing exceipt from'near the beginning of

the dialogue: (numbers are written on the board)

T: OK. Clqse yout eyes..7; 6 +' 'x 6 = . Now. (Pick
e

differentiation exemplar for first factor. Ask for prediction

of deperident variable.)

S: 60.

T: OK. Clase your eyes. 7 x 12 + 3 x 12 Open em up.
t.

(Pick differentiation exemplar- for tirst factor. Ask for

predictjon of dependent variable.)

S: (Goes'off to side to work each part.)

T: ammm.,

S: No?

TC'Thats all right. You can do that. But you're still doing it

the hard way, Margie. (Punish lack'of rule formulation.)

S: 120.

T:,NoW look'for a second at the problems that are up. on the

,t)oatd. Don't tisay anything. But just look all of the
41

problems -and the answers and see if you see anything

4 interesting. Don't tell me if you ao, but just look.
4

(Suppress rule verbalization.) Loolcat the problems and the'

answers. (Ask for rule formulationc.)

Anderson picked his cases so that the pattern was obvious; thip
,

numbers that are added sum to 10 so that the multiplicatiZ-tor

(6 in the first case, 12 in the second) shows up as the significant

-13-
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e
. di its in the answer. Anderson later varies the particular digits

'+ 4 instead of 7 .+ 3) and then, their sum as,well, until

student formulates tile distributive law in its most 'general form.

tThe dialogue mainly illustrates how case selection can be used to

force gentralization..

The two transcripts with Eloise Warman show how similar

techniques can be applied to teaching moral education. Warman dn

the.first dialogue tries to get a group of preschoolers to

a new rule in the classroom for allocating the toy (blocks .tb tbe

boys (H) and girls (G). In the second dialogue she tries to get th-e

children to evaluate the morality of the different characters in the

play, Peter Pan, which they just saw.. Two excerpts, one from the

very beginning of thesfirst dialogue (Whidh states the 'problem) and

d one front near the end (which gives the new rule), illustrate)her

techniques:

4
sp

T: Thp problem is that the girls say the bolis never let them play

witb b1cks. (Estabdish rule foreulation goal. -Subgoal .have

kids formulate rule. Point out insufficiency ofjactors in

current rule.) Hut4What do you think about this boysit that

the gir_ls play with legos and you can't play with legos?

(Hypothetical case construction fic)r insufficient factors. Ask

if rule is correct or incorrect - i.e., fair or not.)

G: I think it should be the teachers.

I

-14-
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,T: BA why just. ttie teach,ers? (Ask

Authority.) , tdoesn 't seem itoirmrk.

for' qustionin of

We ,had 4n,-idea. We've' '

'been trying., ,(point o t insufficiency of factoxs in rule.)

B: I've got'one idea.

Qh, Gregg's got a good idea. (Reward'rule formulaticin.)

B: The, girls, can 14,iyewith the big blocks only on 2- days.

T: Hey, listen we come to 6c6o1 4 days a week. IC the girls .

play-with the' big blocks-on 2 days that gives the ,boys 2 other
00

-days to play with blocks. Does that sound fair? (Restate

The

rule.7 Ask iff rule is correct Or

not.)

G: Yea! Yea!
.4

incorrect i.e., fair or

initial segment shows Warman's,statement of her overall,goal to,

. formulate a new rule for Nallocating.blocks.', She then suggests the

kind of hypothetical case she uses frequently where she propose's

situation with the opposite\value as'to who gets the advantage, and .

asks the group who had 'tile advantage whether they think that is
.44

pair. The se4nd seginent illustrates how she encourages 'kids to

verbalrze their ideas and to question authority; ,She even manages

to entice a fairer rule out of one of' the boys in the class.

r

Andther transcript we analyzed is based on _a class in

Artificial Intelligence taught by Professor Roger Schank at Yale.
1

there were Ehree phaes.to the class session: in the fir"St phase the

goal was to specify what fel:tures define a plan; in.the second phase

the goal was to defirie a tax9nomy of basic-plan'types with respect

to the definition in the first phase; in the third phase tge goal

It



I
a.

o analyze a real World plan in terms of the taxonomy. The

,excerpt belOw fr6m the frrst phase glustrates the e4tablishment of

ehe init. 41 goal:and two of the defignitions (i.e., ,rules in our

term formulated by the students:

T: It's not an unreasonable'question-to ask how h V plans might

Arise, but it's .not. the Tight time to ask it. .The first

thing to ask is what's/a plan? (Estab4sh goal: Identify

factors necessary for something to be a plan. Strategy: Ask

for rule fotmulation.)

Sl: A means for getting to some desired state.

T: Anyon else? (Ask ifrule is correct. or incorrect or for

formulation of another rule.)

S2f)Thdy're heuristics which people learAto use to deaj with

cereain t,pes of situations.

two excexpts*below from the second phase illustrate the

establi hment of the goal o f characterizing different, planitypes and
t

one), of Schank's many attempts to get 'the students to question

authority. In this phase the student's tasktis to form a disjoint

set of basic plan types: in otir teFms this is set of sufficient

factors joined by 'or" links.

I'M going to make you ,classify again. What kinds of plans

are there? -(Establish goal: Identify poSsible plan types.

Strategy: Ask for sufficienX factors.) Unless you woUld

like to change the definition the only thing I'm goin to let
4

you ,answer is types of, means. (Point out irrelevant

factors.)

-16-
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,S2: Plans to estiblish cial.contrOl'over something.
.....)

.

The two o.leou ate agreeipg that everything from the'book is_
)

gospel. &Sint out'factors Are same.as authority's.) ,It's
v

.

.

all ri'ght: L'qive me something new -- 1 wo thoSe -- ',invent'
,

something,. (ask for ,questioning of atAhority. Ask fOr
I

,

sufficient factors.)
(

-

S2: Plans to establish conversational offensive over

dia'logue. c.

orie's

V.

T: Let's-just call it- conversation plans. (Restate factor.)

OK? What else? (Ask for sufficient factors.)

S2: Hpw about plan$ to manipulate objects?,

Sl: Plans to manipulTte people.

Many tof the indiv,idual strategies in the Schank dialogue, such as

encouraging verbalization and questioningfof authority, parallel the

strategies in the Warman 9lialog7s. This is prObably 'because both

place heavy emphasis on teachipg the.students to fbrmulate their own

rules or theories for dealin'g with novel problems.

Table 3 lists the dialogues that we analyzed in_earlier papeTS

(Collins, 1977; Stevens and Collins, 1977). 'These ranged' across

AgrOgraphy, medibine, moral edUcation, and letter identifioation.

The theory presented hiere incorporates the goals and strategies

el°identified in-these earlier analyses, though in some cases the names

of specific strategies' have been changed to fit the more general

strUcture imposeod upon'the theory in this paper.

-17-
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"Goals of Tedthers0
0

There is a prog'ression shown in Table 4 among the, goals that

1

InSert Table 3 here

THE THEORY

I)

-

different tearhers pursue. Tlie first most basic goal is to teachA . .

students the facts and concepts that comprise.a 'domain 'of knowledge.

We-analyzed dialogues Of this kind in'an'earlier paper (CollLs, et

al. 1975b), bUt none of the' dialogues discussed in this ppper are of

-,this kind. A second higher level goal is to teachtudents a

particular rule or theory underlying a-molomain.pf facts and Concepts-%
J

This kind of goal was evident in the Beberman, Andersom,, Socrates,.

Stevens .4nd Collins, and Swets and Feurzeig dialogues. .The. thied

and highest-level goal is to teach stuaents how to. derive a -new,
;theory for a domain of knowledge. This differs, from the second goal

in that the . teacher has no a/ priori expectatton of what-the

to-be-drived theory is, rather the teacher has an idea about what

constraints .the theory must satisfy. This kind of goal is evident

in the Warman and Schank dialogues.

ims

Insert Table 4 here
1).

-
s_J
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Table 3' ,

Dialogues Analyzed Earlier with Cases,

wr.

-Independent and Dependent Vari(ables.-Specified.

,/
1. Anderson With. hypothetical college s udent . on factors

4

affectin;temperature

(C=places; IV=latitude, distance from sea; DV=temperature)

. Anderson with hypothetical college student on ,moraiity of

draft resistance

(C=draft' resistors and Ameridan vevolutionaries; IV=acts,

motives; DV=morality)

3. Stevens and Collins with seeretaries and high school students

on factors affecting.rainfall

(C=places; IV=currents, evaporation, cooling; DV=rainfall)

4. Collins with secretary and Scientist on where different grains

are grown

(C=places;
vo

IV=climate, soil, water, terrain; DV=rice, wheat)

5. Collins with secretary*and scientist on population density

:(C=places; IV=climate, products, transportation;

DV=population density)

gwets and Feurzeig with hypothetical medical student cm

diagnosing diSease

(C=medical case; IV=symptoms', history; DV=disease) \\I

-7. Swets and Feurzeig with hypothetical st6dent on identifying

40'

letters

(C=letters; IV=letter features; DV=letter names)

1/4

a

4.
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Table 4

Goals Of Teachers

411

1. Teitch facts and conc4its.about a,domain.

,2. Teach a'particular rule or theory eor a domain.

a. Derive cOrredt rule or theory.

b. Debug iqcorrect rules or theories.

C. Learn to make predictions from the rufe or theory.

3. Teach how to derive A rule or theory,for a domain.
V

a.,Learn what quegtions to ask-to construct a rule or,

theory.

b. Learn the nature of a rule or theory.

C. Leain how to test a rule or theory.

et

4

eN

,e-
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I.

The goal of teaching a particular rule 6T theory'hasiastociated.
# ..A.-

,

4 .W1th it three basic subgoals: ,
,

4);

1) The major sbbgoal is for th.student anetlyze different

Ar.

1

cases ordeL to derive the rule or theory that-t he teacher

has in mind. For example, in arithmetic pebermall tried, to

get students to derive the rule for, additiori of real
,1

numbers, and Andersom the distributive law. In'geograghy )

Anderson tried to get the student to understand how
0

distance-from-ocean affedts temperature, and Stevens and

Collins tried to get students to build a first-order theoiry

of the factor* affecting rainfall. The case selection,

questioning, and commenting strategies shown later in.Tables

5 and 9, are the orincipaI strAegies Used to teach

particular theory.

2) Aloag with trying to teach a particular rule or: theory,

teache,rs ofte try to elicit and "dpboug" incorrect rules or

theorieS. T1 teachers want the student to confront

incorrect hypotheses during .learning, ,..1SID that they won't

fall into the same traps later. This kind of goal iS

evident in Socrates' dialogues where he often traces tfie
0

consequences of bis studenq0 "hypothesis ' down to a

.contradiction, and in Anderson's dialogues on geography and

moral eduCation where he' entraps. StudOnts into revealing

their misconceptions. The entrapment, the counte)example,

and the hypothetical Case ,construcion strategies shown in .

4
'Thbles 5 and 7 are particularly important to debugging.

incorrect hypotheses.

.* -19-
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3)Arlother goal that frequently pairs wit0 teaching a, given

rule.vor theory is teaching how to makenovel predictions
4

.4.) based on the.ruie or theory, Simply knowing,Athe gtructure

:)f theOry is not enough;.one Must be able to operite on

t.

the structure to deal with .new problems. For' example,

AnderSon in mathematics gives harder and harder problems for

the student to predict the answer, Steyens and Collins in

geography start, with cases: that' exemplify first-order
4

factors and. gradually move to pore difficult cases to

predict*, Warman triesk.-tdAet her presdloolerg to predict
. .

t

what Will happen under* different rules, and Swets and
.-

Feurzeig are,*trying toget Students' to,diagnose noVel cases.

-The case selection ,strategies ahd A:prediction strategies

shown- in 'Tables 5 and 9 are crucial tb tr.aching.- students h8114.'r,

to deal with new cases'.

i When teachers, try to ea6h. stUllents -.how tp.,deriVe' a novel
4

. ,

theory', there are again three:Rinds:Of. s'iibgoalS'.ttiat come into play:
, 'e

/1) The most important subgoal, is to teach ,students what
.

questions to ask in order.o. derive a new, rule or theory'on

their own: For example Warman' tedches"- her Students to
,

evaluaft.agy ,rule by how lair,it Schank is trying to get
- -

4

students to construct'a thOry by.asOngparticolar kisnds oft

questions In a specific, &der,- and'Sweta:and Feurzeig in

medical diagnosis emphasize congidering different diagnoses

before reaphiriga conclUtOop. The suggestion strategies
-

and the rae. evaluation strategies' in Table 9 are
,

particdret.iy"Celev4nt to thege goals.
4

V

20-
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2) A second subgOal that probably underlies many of the

dialbgues, but which is Most evident ip Schank's dialogue,\
,

is to teacia students what focm a rule or theory. should take.
.

.
.

.

: In Schank's case, the structure of a theory is a set of

primitive elements, serving 0 rdle similar to the basic

elements ,in chemistry. Beberman 'in the segment Shown was

teaching students the form of arithmetic rules, where

variables replace numbers in order to be geneial. Stevens'

'and ,Collins' notion of. a theory of rainfall was a

INWarchically-orgapized process theory. - Individual

strategies seem 'to be only rarely tied to .this.goal;

rather, the principal method for-obtain14pg this goal is to
LL,

get the students to construct different rules or theories of'

the idealized type.

3) Occasionally in the dialogues Che teachers p rsue a-goal of

teaching students how to evaluate &rule or theory that has

been constructed. For example, Anderson in teaching about

the factors affecting tempe(rature tried to get the student

to learn how to control' one factor while testing for i

another. Schank,, after his students had specified a set of

primitive plan types, tried to get them to jleest theiK theory, .

loy applying it to a real world pl* (i.e.,- becoming
4.

grestdent). The strategies teachers se are specific to the

kird of evaluation methods being taught.
4

Finally, it 'was a clear goa,1 of botti Warman and Schank to-get 1.

their Students to verbalize am] defend their rules or theories.

vEle
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This goal is. clearly at a different level Irom the other kinds of

goals described; and operates concurrent,ly with the Other top-level
v.

goals. For example,'it is clear why Warman's childten were always

intiorrupting to:Ove their ideas: she was constantly. encouraging

and, rewarding them-for joining in. Similarly,,Schank tries to get
dr-

each student in the class to either offer their own ideas, adoptione

of the other's ideas, criticize one of the other's ideas, etc. poth

stress the questioning of authority in their dialogues as a means to

push students to formulate their own ideas. The strategies for

encouraging verbalization in Table 9 serve this goal.

these are the top-level goals and subgoal's We have been able to

identify _so far., In puruing these goals,. teachers adopt

lower-level- subgoals of identifying particular oTissions . or

misconceptions and debugging them (Stevens'and Co,llins, 1977). Thus4 ,

these top-level goals spa%4n lower-level subgoals that drive the

dia.logue,more lbcally. This will be discussed' more' çlly in 'the

secti on control structure.

..

Atralegles lor 'S'electink) Cases, Questions and Comments -._ _ -

. recurting patterns .of "strate ies in -.selecting cases, asking

: kqtestlions, and making commeht, a have tried-to characterize the

,
. , .

.A.
fV .

: ...:indiviodualstrategies,.that occur i tierms of 6ondition-action kairs_///

',;0; pcoOuctipn's Illins, 1977r.Newell d timph, 1973).:' To tcci o so,

Lookinglat the. fine -.structure of the dialogues one °sees

we...specify th.e.condttions that trigger each str egy to be invoked,

and.the,actiohs"tngt the teach'er takes when the strategy is invoked.

.0

.4
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When the action taken is to ask a questi9n or make a comment,

the sOrface form of the question or,comment can vary quite widely.

example, in asking fOr prior factors a teacher misaht say: "Why
For

db they geow Oce. in Louisiana?" or "What makes,

rice 'there?". or simply "Why?", depending on the

it possible to grow

context. Despite

the large number of pc48sible. surface fprms, at a deeper level a

single questioning strategy I& being applied.

The conditionliftion pairslor each of the str tegi&s, together

with examples of each ere shown in the Appendix. It is impossible

to get'a feel for the theory without'wad:ing through some portion of

the Appendix.

Case Selectfom- Strate9ies: Much of .the art of seffeetive

teaching centers arOund the sialection f the best cases.° By looking

.at the various dial gues, we have formed an initial .theory about the

principles governing teachers' selection of cases.

Table 9kshows the different types of case selection strategies.

There are four basic types: picking positive and negative exemplars

for particular factors, picking comparison cases with respect to

previous cases selected, picking counterexamples, and constructing
It

hypothetical cases for particular types of misconceptions. We will

describe each of the strategies Kith reference to an example.

s,

Insert Table 5 here

-23-
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Table 5

.,. Different:Types of Case SeleCtiOn Stratekltes

Positive and Negative Exemplars

Pick a positive exemplar for a set of factors

Ptck a negative exemplar for a set of factors

Pick a positive exemplar for a sufficient factor (a near hit)

Pick a negative exemp.lar for a.necessary factor (a near miss)

Comparison Cases

Pick a generalization exemplar for a factor (a maximal pair)

Pick a differentiation exemplar for.a factor (a minimal pair)

Pick an exemplar to show the variability of a factor

Pick an eXemplar t.9 show the variability of the dependent

var i ab le

Counterexamples 4.

Pick a counterexample for insufficient factors

Pick a counterexample for unnecessary factors

Pick a.counterexample for irrelevant factors

Pick a counterexample fOr incorrect values of factors.

Hypothetical Cases

Construct a hypothetical case for insufficient factors

Construct a hypothetical case for unnecessary factors,

Construct a hypothetical case for drFelevant factors

Construct a hypotheticalcase for incorie'ct values lof factors

4

3
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The first two case selection strategies, involve the selectiOn

,of paradigM cases to exemplify a set or factors. For example, if

the teacher. wants to illustrate the factors that lead to different
o.

amouAs of rainfall in different places, he or she.will stdrt with
l

"good" exemplars: either, positive like the Amazon oi Oregon, or

negative like the Sahara Desert; or Southern California. These are'

good exemplars becaUse the values oh al). the relevant factors are

consistent with the value on the dependent Varq.:ble: the'

Amazon has all the factors that lead to.heavy 'rainfall, and the

gahara all the factors that lead to littTle rainfall. Cases like the

Eastern United States are mot clear-cut, and are not chosen as

paradigm cases.

The next two stratesiies also involve selection of positive or

negative exemplars, but with'respe6t to a single factor. They are

used i the teacher wants to focus the student bh -a particular

factor n9t yet identified. If the factor is' suffic.ient (i.e., iS

"ored" with 0.her factors) as irrigation is a sufficient.source of'

water for growtng rice,-then the teacher would choose a positiVe

exemplar. For example, to get a student toridentify irrigatoion, as

a tactor, the tdacher would choose a case like Egypt where

irrigation is used for growing rice. If the factor is necessary

(i.e., is '"anded" with other factor) as is warm teMpsrature for

growing rice, then a negative exeTplar would te,chosen (this is the

"near miss" strategy of Winston, 1913)." Tor example; the teacher

might choose Alaska as an'exemplar in order to get the student to.

notice warm temperature is necessary for growing rice. Positive

-24-
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4.

exemplars , are uded with dufficiOnt factors because negative

exemplars require that all the.sufficient factors .be missing, and so

do not emphasize a patticular factor. Similarly, negative'exemplars

are used with necessary factors, because positive exemplars require

that all the necessary factors be present, and so do not emphasize a

particular !actor.

The second group of four strategies specify the selectildn of 111/,44

cases with respect to previous cases. These strategies are best
. c.

understood in terms of a set of factors the teacher is focussing on

and a set tether factors (often irrelevant factors) the teacher is

not focussing on. In picking a generalization exemplar, the teacher

holds constant the values 'of the dependept variable and of the

factors in focus while varying as many other factors as possible.'

For example, if the teacher hadrdhosen the Amazon as a positive

exemplar for the factors leading to 'heavy rainfall, as, a

generalization the teacher might pick Oregon which varies a number

of irrelevant factor,s -(latitude, wind, directien) but holds the

relevant factors constant. To pick a differentiation exemplar, the

teacher tries to hold as many of the nop-focused factors'constant,
1

while varying the values of- focused factors and the dependent

variable. For example, in order'' to teach the distributive law

Anderson would hold all the other variables constant while° he

hpstematically varied the number that functioned as a multiplier

(see p. 11) together with the answer. This latter stcategy is the,

minimal pair strate9y used in linguistics (e.ge, GleUon 1.965). In

contrast the genertaization strategy is a maximal pair strategy.

-2,5-
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The next two strateslies are used by teachers to illustrate to:

student% the, effects of varying the dependent variable or the

factors that are in focus. In order'to show the variability Of a

factor the strategy is to pick a cage where the dependent variable

(and other factors) are held constant while the factor 'in focus

varies. For example, to show,' the effect of temperature on rice

growing, a teacher'might pick Japan after considering JaVa, because

they show the range of temperature over which rice is grown. To

show the variability of the dependent variable with respect to a

particular factor the teacher will select a case 4here the factor in

focus is held constant while .other factors 'and ,the dependent

Variable vary. For example, 'to 'show the variance in temperature

near the equator, the teacher might mOve from the Congolese jungle
\:1

to the peak of Kilimanjaro. Picking cases to show the ,range 'of

variability 'is" iliportant in doMains, such as medicine, where

students must learn to di nguish cases that initially appear' the

same and 'group ca-ses tha initially appear different.

There are Obur
.

typsg, of counterexample

strategies: counterexamples 'for insufficient factors,

counterexamples for unnecessary factors, counterexamples for

irrelevant 'factors, and counterexamples for the wrong value of a

factor. We can give examples for each of the four counterexample

strategies. If a student says they grow rice in Louisiana because

,there is lOS of rain (which is *nsufficien.t), one can pick Oregon
.

where there is lots of rain but lib .tice. If a ,student says they
A.

don't grow rice in Oregon because*lt lackb.,..a flat terrain (which ds

,



unnecessary), one 1

can pick Japan which is also mountainous, but

produces If a student asserts rice is grown 'in,Japan because

they are Oriental (which is irrelevant by the thedry in Fig. 1), one

can pick Mongedia or Louisiarla as counterexamples. 'Litt' a student

asserts.that a cool climate is 'heeded forfrice growing (which is the

wrong value) , one can pick Java_and Alaska as counterexamples.

The hypothetical case construction strategies are triggered by

the same four situations as the counterexamples. If a student

thought rice couldn't be grown in.Wyoming because it is too dry

(which is insufficient because it.is also too cold), the teacher

could ask "Suppose that .it rained a lot in Wyoming, do you think

they could grow rice then?" If a student sairrthey grow rice in
i!

4
Zouisiana because it rains a lot (which is unnecessaryhsince they

could use the Mississippt River for irrigation),'one could ask if
4

they could still growrice if it did got rain a lot. Similar kinds

of cases can be constructed if the student give.s an irrelevant

factor or the wrong value for a factor by presupposing what is not

true to be true. , 4

4

Insert Table 6 here

rTable 6 illustr t the condition-action pair looks like

for one of' the' case-selection strategies: in particular, the

counterexample for insufficient'factors. There are three conditions

where the rule might be triggered1t (1) the student proposes a rule

4

-27-
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Table 6

A Condition-Action'Pair for a Case Selectipn Strategy

CoUnteeeXample fortInsuffiCient Factors

If (1) a student,proposes a ryle or makes a prediction iltRed on

one or more factors, that are insufficient,\3r
A

(2) is entrapped.by a rule based odhrone-or more fact4prs that

are insuffi.cient,'

then (3)(pid a case that has the values specified' on the

insufficie\t factors, 'but not the values specified on'the
I ,

dependent variable.

EXAMPLE (from C9011ins on factors affecting grain growing)

T. Why? (i.e., Why do they grow ricelin Louisiana)

,S. Places where there is a lot of water: i think rice requires7

the ability to %electively flood fields.

'I'? OK. Do you.think there's a lot of rice in say Washington

and Oregon? (T selects a case where _theie.is a 16t of water

but no rice; this counterexample then led the student to

consider tlimate and.terrdin).



6sed on, insufficient factors, (2) m'kes a prediction biised dn

insufficient factors, or (3) is entrapped by a' .rsule based, on

insufficient factors (see Table 7). If any'.!of these conditions is

met, a new case can be selected, (if there fs one) tbat has the

conditions specified in the "then" statement. The example shown is

from an actual dialogue on grain-growing'(Collins, -107).

Entrapment Strategies. Teachers use a variety of strategied to

entrap students into revealing their misconceptions'about a domain.
r

Some of th misconceptionwexist prior to the teacher's inquiry, (._

but some are ir fact. rovoked by the inquiry. Bringing out the

misconceptions al ovi \46achers to correct them directly. In this

4 way tAchers can act to prevent misconceptions ftom ariSing in

future situations where the student is on his own. Some teachers

shy away from using _entrapment strategies, perhaps for fear of

'forcing students :.into mistakes they might not otherwise make. But

if there*Is no 'stigma attached to making mistakes, then btinging

latent misconceptibni into the open, can ptovide a 'much deeper
,

understanding of the domain..

The,entrapment strategies form a two dimensional space shown in

'Table 7. like.the counterexample strategies, there are four kinds

of entrapment with respect to (1) insufficient factors, (2)

unnecessary facors, (3) irrelevant factors, and (4) incortect

values of fiCtors.tOrthogonal to this breakdown are the entrapments,

formed by proposing a rule, by proposing i prediction about the
\

,dependent variable, oi by proposing a'set ot factors. We will give

ekamples to illustrate ttle different types of entrapment strategies.,



Insert Table 7 here

4v.k

4

Entrapment rules are formed when the teacher proposes'a general

rule, based on some...set ofr factors. For example, an entrapment,rule

for insufficient.factbrs occurs if a stUdeht thinks they grokg rice

in Louisiana beciuse it rains a:lot and the teacher suggests "Can

you grow rice anywhere there is a lot of rain?" ,An entrapment rule
.

for unnecessary fa,Ftors occurs if the teacher suggests "Do you

always need'a lot of\rain to grow rice?" General rules of either of,

these.kinds can also, be constructed if the student mentions ani

irrelevant factor or gives an incorrect value for a factor.

Entrapment into a rediction occurs.when the teacher asks for a

prediction bases on fact rs
i

ehat are likely to'lead to an incorrect

prediction. For example, èei teacher might 'elicit a prediction

based on ihsufficient fact rs thO,N they grow rice iRjSouthern

Florida because it is warm and oist (even tHbugh it doesn't produce

rice). The 4teacher might elicit preditbn based on unnecessary

factors that they do not grat rice n, Egypt because it is quite dry

(even though it does lomoduce rice). Si,ilarly incorrect predictions

of either type can be elicited for irrelev t factors or incorrett
Y

values of factors.

. Entrapment based on factors occurs when he teacher asks if
,

particular veil es of factors are consistent witPt or support a

particular val e of the,dependent variable. For examp e, entrapment
4

-29-
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Table 7

Different Types of .,Enrpment Strategies

Entrapment 'on Rules

'Rule based on

Rule based on

Rule based on

Rule bdsed'on

insufficient factors

unnecessary factors

irrelevant factors

incorrect values of factors

Entrapment pn Predictions

Prediction based o(11. insufficient factots
A .

Prediation based on unnecessary factors.

Predictiod based on irrelevant factors

Prediction based on'inCorrect values of'factors

4
Enrapment on Factors

Entrapment based on insufficient factors(

Entrapment based on unnecessary factors

Entrapment based on'irrelevant factors

Entrapment based on incorrect values of factors

( I
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4

on insufficient factors might occur if a teacher asks whether'the

warm climate antlflat terrain in Florida accoudts for their failure

to grow rice there. ,Entrapment on unnecessary factors might'ocCur

if e teacher aski whether the lack of rainfall is consistent with

theAr grOwing 'rice, in Egypt, Similar kinds of entrapments can be

constructed for irreIev.ant factbr8 and incorrect(values of factors.

Insert Table 8 abf'Dut Alere

Table 8 shows the condition-action pair for an entrapment,based

irrelevant factors. ,There are two conditions together that

trigger the use of such a strategy: if a particufar value of ethe

dependent yarieble is being considered, and there are irrelevant

factor's that the studen't might consider relevant. The action, taken

'is to question whether,the irrelevent factors are consistent with or

support the particular alue of the dependent variable being.'

considered. The example shown is from a medical,dialogue given in

Swets and Feurzeig (1965).
A.1

Identification and Evaluation Strategies. There is a large

variety of strategies for trying to get students to identify--and

evaluate different cases, factors, rules, amd predict,ions. We have

Identified a dimensipnalized,space of strategies teachers u,se for

4ueitioning students and 'comMenting on their answers. Our proposed

space of strategies is shown in Table. 9.
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a
Table 8

A Condition-Action Pair.for. an Entrapment Strategy

4
. Entrapment based on irrelevant factors

4 .0

.

If (1) a particular value of the dependent variable is being

considered for a case,-and '

(2) there are one or mone irrelevant factors'that a student
7

might consider relevant, .

then (3) ask if the valdes pf the irreleva fact.ors arerr

consiStent with the value of the dependent va\able.
1,

EXAMPLE (from Swets and Feurzeig on medical diagnosis)

T. Rleunal pain, dyspnea, fever, and the physical, exam signs

ire certainly consistent,with pulmonary infarCtion. (Point'

out correct values of factors) Do you think that Mulking

chills .eand the presence of rusty sputum further supports

this.diagnosis? (Entrapmen't based on irrele t factors)

S. I. (Student resists entrapment)

T. Right.

.



)

Insert Table 9,about here

11"

The two major dimensions tn Table 9 are the type of strategy'

(identificAtion .strategies vs.. evaivation strategaies) and the

object the. stratesly is applied ato (either adependeRt/variable,

A4' rule, fhctor, or-case). The table collapses three different. kinds

A

of identification and.evaluation strategies:

1. Questioning strategies: Ask for or Ask if:

2. Suggesting strategies'yuggest

3. Commenting strategies 'Point out.

The table is presented; .1,n terms of the questioning strategies:

-i.e., ask for. or ask if. But each rule in Table 9 can occur in the

two other forms obtained by replacing Ask by Su9.g4t or"Point out.

4

The suggestion form of each rule-occurs whe the teacher does not

try to elicit the information from the st dent, but insteed proposes

a factor or a value of the dependent variable forithe student to

.consider, without telling the student whether the proposed

.44

information is cotrect or not. The commen form of each rule occurs

when *the teacher simply tells the student what \the correct
(

infcirmation is. In inquiry dialogues the question form of each rule

iis mostscommon but the other two forms do occur scftetimes: the

suggestion form when the teacher wants students to think

Wypotheticallyv and ttie comment form when the teacher doesn't think

the-student can generate the information.

/I



Identification Strategieg

.

Table 9

Oe'penident Variables .

-Rules

Ask,,for...yalu6 ot depe4d6nt.
,

variable

.

Ask for the formmlation of'

a rule

1r.

'Ask ir a 'value of ,dependent

variable is'correct or incorrect'

Askif a rLIV isbcorrect
jø

or incorreet

Ask for the formulation of ,'Ask if a rule is the same or

an alternative rule

. Factors ,

,different frOm another rule

Ask forOsufficient factors. Ask if factoYs are

Ask for necessary factors

Ask for relevant'factors

Ask for values of factors

sufficient or'ineufficient
./..

Ask if frtors are,

necessary or unnecessary

A.sklif factors are

relevant or irrelevant

Ask if the value's of-factorN

are correbt or incorrect

Ask for prior steps 'ANk if a step i; a prior step

Ask for intermediate steps

Ask for subsequent steps,

Ask if a step is an intermediate

step

Ask if a step-is a subsequent step
0,



Ask for samilarties

factors forillikilar cases

Ask for diiferences in

factori fbr similar.cases .

Ask for similanities in

fActors for dissimilar cases

Ask for dyferences in

factors for dissimilar cases

Cases

.Ask ig similar 6aSes are

the sari* on%given factors

Ask if, similar cases are

As* iot a case wiih a given

veilue on the Aependent variable

Ask for a case With given

4 values on some factors

Ask for'a case with given

values ion some factors'and

ic:41 the dependent 'variable
<111

t

different on given factors.%

ASk if dissimitYr cases are
4

mthe same on given factors

Ask-if dissimilar cases are

different on givell'factors.



In dialogues where the 'teachers are trying to encourage

verbalization, such as those of Warmah and Schank, bad' other forms 4

of the identification r_ules occur: rewarding strategies and

reformulating strategies. There is fvquently 4 rewarding, of the

student when they formulate a rule, identify a factor or case, or

make a correct prediction M)out the dependent variable. In Warman's

case she rewards the students by. telling them they have has a good

idea, and then 'either repeating or reformulating what they saia.

Reformuldtion also occurs in, situations where the student's'

statement is underspecified; e.g., the, valves of' faCtors are .

implici't rather than explicit. sIn one case, we haveiseen a teacher

use a negative reward strategy, by pointing out that the student was

failing to formulate a general rule. But much more commonly the

teachers stayed with positive rewards and reformulationa.

Within the object dimension, there are _number of

4,,

subclassificatipna we will .despribe. In ident,ifying,and evaluating

different factors, there are three different subgroups. The first4
subgroup rePeats the pattern found among the counterexample and

1

entrapment atrategies: i.e., there ar14 questions aboutl sufficient

factprs, necessary faptors, relevant factors and the values of
.1

factots. This, pattern reflects the logical relations among

different factors..

The second subgroup deriVes from the structure of logical

chains (see Figure 1). Questions can bel posed to elicit steps prior

to some node in the chain, steps intvmediate between two nodes, and

steps subs?nt, to some node in the chain. These, strategies

p'.



usually okcur when the teacher is probing for a causal chain linking

together different factors; but can qccur.when a teacher, sUch as.

Socrates, 'traces a logical chain to the point wkere the student's see
Aa contradiction between the impllcations of what they said and what

they believe.
1

The third subgroup of strategies arises out of s
1

a-it'crs where
:

the teacher has selected two'cases and asks for a c mparison of

factors. These strategies correspond to the, case comparison

steategies in Table 5. If the two cases have the same value on the

dependent variable, then asking foT simiiaritieforces the student

to abstract the sufficient factors leading to the value of 'the

dependent variable (i.e., generalization). Asking for differences

in this situation forces the studenttto notice what factors do not

change w,ith the dependent variable (i.e., Are unnecessary). If the.
,

two cases dyfer on the dependent variable, asking for differences

forces the 's.tudent to abstract the necessary factors that lead to

changes in the' dependent varjable (i.e.,differentiation). Asking

for similarities in this situation forces the student to notice what

factors do not change given a change in the dependent variable

(i.e., are insufficient)... Thus these strategies allow the, teacher

to focus the student On different necessary and sufficient factors.

1

..There are three differenX strategies for asking the student to
.

identify a egiven case. These derive from distinctions between, the

dependenCvariables, the factors, and the rules telating factors .to

the depencleRt variable. Thus you can ask a student to identify'a

case with a .given value of the dependent variabl, a case with given

-33-



values 9f p rIticUlar factors, or a case with given values both for

particuA factors and the dependent 'variable. There ar e no

evaluation stragegies-corresponding to the identification strategies

for cases. This is because they .are redundant with other evafUation

strategies. 'For example, the evaluation strategy. that ""would

correspond to the first case identification strategy is the same as

the eyaluition strategy *Ask if a value of the dependent variable As

correct or incorrect". The redundancy occurs because the strategies

for dependent variables, rules and factors all assume a case has

4 )0been specified.

4

Tnsert Table 10 about here

Tables 10 and'll show the condition-action pairs for two of the

trategies in Table 9. The first shows an identification'strategy,

"Ask for intermediate steps". This can ,be elftited whenever a

student specifips two nop-adjacent steps in a causal chain. Ifi the

question form of the rule the teacher then asks for the intermediate

steps, but alternatively the,teacher might suggest or point out the

intermediate step. . The example shown is from Stevens and Collins

(1977) where the tutor was teaching the factors that lead to heavy

rainfall in Oregon a'nd the student left out an intermediate step in

the tutor's causal .model.

: 4,,

S.



Table 10

A Condition-Action Pair for aR,Identification Strategy

Ask for interm4diate steps

IF

If (1) two steps in a causal chain or procedure that are not

1adjacent have been identified,

then (2) ask thei student to identify the, intermediate steps.

EXAMPLE (from Stevens and Collins on causes of rainfall)

S. When the moisture laden airl eaches the mountains it is

foeced to rise and consequently the air cools? cailsing

rainfall', no?

T. Why does cooling cause rainfall? (Ask for intermediate

steps)

4

4

or

c.



4

r: Ins t Table 11 here

Table 11 shows the -commenting version Of the evaluation

strategy, "Ask if a set of factors is sufficilpt or insufficient".

This variant can be triggered eithr by the student makila_,
A

Orediction based on insufficient factors oi by asserting that a set

of factors is sufficient. In this variant the teacher rtints out

that the set of factors is insufficient. The example shown is from

Swets and Feurzeig (1965) where the student's task was bp iidentify a

letter from a set of features. When the student made a prediction

based on insufficient data, the tutor pointed out the insufficiency.

4

7 and 9 then summarize the set of strategies (155 i

total tounting all the variants) that follow from t struFture we

have develoReci. But these do not cover what teachers dc4

exhaustively. They cover. about 80% to 90% of the teager's

stateme'nts in the dialogues ,we have analyzed. There are other

things that teachers do, such 'as getting students to .test

*hypotheses, pr to question authority, that are not incorporated in

this space of strategies. Nevertheless, this tax6nomy catAures

very large part of what the teachers we have Studied are doing at

tho local level in order to carry on a dialogue with theit students.

Dialogue Control Structure

The control structure that the teacher'uses to allocatiL time

between different goals and subgoals may be the most crucial aspect

-35-



Table if'
A Condition-Action Pair for an 6aluation Strategy

Point out factors are insufficient

If (I) a student makes a prediction about- the' value of the

dependent varia.ble 'based on a set of factor that are

insufficient, or

(2) asserts that a set of insufficient factors is

sufficient,

then (3) point out that the set of factors is insufficient.
I)

EXAMPLE (from Swets and Feurzeig on identifying A letter)

T. Start when ready. (The student Must guess a' letter from its

features.)

S . Cueves?

T. One,

S . Loose ervis?

T. Two.

S . Obliques?

. Zero.

S.

4

T..Ydu don't have enough information yet to get the right

answer. (Point out a set of factors is insufficient) How do

you know it isn't J, for) example? CSuggest a value of the

dependen variable)



of effective teaching. A earlier attempt at a theory of the

control sttoucturive was developed'in'Stevens and Collins (197). That

theory vas based ,on protocolis taken from teachers while'they were

teiChing.over linked computer terminals. The four basic Parts of '

the control-structure theory are: (l) an agenda for keeping track

of different goals And subgoals, (2) a set of priority rules for

adding goals and subgoals to the agenda, (3) a set of strategies for

selecting cli4es'' with' respect to the high-level goals, and (4) the

teacher's model of the student.

Tile Agenda. As we have argued elsewhere (Collins, Warnock and

Passafiume, 1975b), the agenda ;that guides teachers in their

selection of topics is,not prespeCified, except in terms of a few

global goals. For the most part the agenda is constructed as the

dialogwe progresses on the basis of the responses of the student,

the high-level goals of the teachers, and the previous 'topics

discussed in the dialogue. We. will try to describe briefly how this

complex interweaving occurs, though it is described in more detil
in the earlier paper.

4.

The high-level goals of the teacher are the topics specified on,c?

the agenda before any dialogue occurs. In Schank's dialogue, there

appeaeto be three top-levgl goals which manifest themselves as

phases of the dialogues: tlo define what a plan is, to specify the

primitive types of possible planrs in terms of,the definition, and,to

analyze cases of planning in terms of the primitive types. These
4.

three goals in turm derive from Schank's top-level goal of teaching

students how .tok, construct theories: they are the' 'subgoals

-36-
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instrumenial to that goal.. A similar agla occurs in Ahe Anderson

dialogue off factors akfecting average temperature:' the-first phase

of the dialogue Was directed toward getting the atudent to fOrm the

hypothesis that distance-from-the-ocean affects temperature, and the
.

second phase related,to how the student could test the hypothesis.

Similarly these two goals derive from Anderson's top-level goal to
,

teach theory construction. In many of the dialogues there is onlly

one phase, (as in the Warman dialogues or the Stevens and Collips
0

dialogues), but there is always some hi,gh-level goal driving the

dialogue.

,/
These high-level goals guide the selectionk,of cases (see

section bellw on,global strategies for case selection) and the

generation of 'specific questiops to probe fbr predictions, factors,

and rules (usually in that :order)., about, the casea selected.

Students"- responses to these questions ip turn spawn local subgoals

\,to diagnose and c9rrect the misconceptions and omissions revealed by

t.hem (Stevens and 6pllins, 1977) . These subgoals are then added to'

the agenda 'accordiA9 -to a set of priorities given in the'next

section.

We can illustrate the way the agenda works most clear* with

reference to a dialogue givp in the Stevens and'Coliins paper. The

dialogue was op the sublect of what factors'leadto rainfall in .

different places, and the case selected was a paradigm case of heavy
\ -

rainfall, namely the Oregon coasE. The teacher first asked for the

student's prediction, and went on to adk about
0the causal factor,sk

leading to heavy rainfall in Oregon. kIn one resp6nse the student

00

II

7'
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made a, guess based oh what she had learned about the Amazon, "Does

the air (moist air) fram the ocean somehow get blown over Oregon and

encounter a block oc some sor t which causes it.to rise and cool?".

The,teacher comtented off-line that the studertt's answer was missing

"three basic stIps in the'teacher's first-order theory of the factors

leading to rainfall: (1) why the fir is moist, (2) why it is blown

over Oregon, and (3) why cooling results in rain. Then the teacher

asked about the first of these steps "Why is the air so moist?", and ,

) held the other two on bis agenda. ,The diOcussiod,lof this topic

continued for \14 interchange6, with additional subtopics added 'to
,

the agenda during the discussion, before4e teacher returned to the

second( missing step (i.e., why the air is blown over Oregon)'op the
1

agenda. The third step was raised sholtly thereafter.

Our analyses indicate that the agenda is, ail orderq .list fof

goals* which' are held until they are 4-satisfied. When a goal is

saticsfied, it is removed from the agenda and the next goal is

purs4ed. New goals can be inserted, at arbitrary places in the

agenda and it can be reordered. However, we expect that

-'manipulations othei than pushing new golls on to,the beginning and

.popping,them off of.the beginning require extra efforts on the. part ,

Of the teacher and therefore the tendency is to treat the agenda as

a push-down,stack;pushing and popping goals off of the top.

Thiepatte"rn of pushing ,and popping of different goals is

eVident in almost,all conversatiop (Collins,'et al., 1975b; Grosz,

1977; Levin,and Aoore, 1977) Reichman 1978)-. When pop7dVs occUr

they are often signalled by , various clue'words such as "Okay",

-38-
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"Novi*, or "Anyway":(Collins.et al., 1975b;-Reichman, 1978), There

is some suggeseive evidence thiat well-prepared teachers come in. with'

a highly-structured theory of the .domadn they are teadhing, Ahd
,

Irequently select new Opics from the agehda to Cover different

'aspects -of the theory, rather'than lollowing,topics associatively

from one to the othet, as do less well-prepared teachers (Collins et

t,

1975b).

gs

-Priorities for addin6 goals to the agenda% In Adding goals to

the agenda,' there must be a set of priorities. Often a single

question, (as in the example above, uncovers several misconceptions

or omisions that the teacher may 'want to pursue; In such

circumstapces, the teacher must,decide'which to pursue first. But

e;e0 when goals are added to the agenda at different times, it- is

easential to decide which should b pursued first; that is to say
It

.the teacher may want to Pursue a new 'goal being added betose some

other, gdal already pn the agendal Or the teacher m y want to drop
,

some previous goal id favor of some" more impo tant goa1 he

identifies during the diafoque. For all these reasons, there must

rIbe a set of priorities for ordering-goal's the agenda

.1. ,
. ,In Stevens and Collins (1977) we identified four priorities

.,
. r .

that occurred among he teachers' comments on why they were asking

each question. In the dialogues with grotiOs. of students:a tifth'

priority. for 'allocating time between ldifferent .stddents'il 1,?scarne

apparent. We .list the priet'itieA belOw pughly.in't),* oTder qf
,

highest priority first, but we thInk / jec3 toether!'in

making a deciAion about whtch'go.al.,^t9;.pUisk"

-

';
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1. rrors before. omisaions. ,Teachers correct any errors

they tiAgnpose before they deAl with omissions in their

theory. This is because errors have more devaotating

consequences; they can interfere with learning other

information correctly. This pr.iority Ls sometimes 4

violated whell the teacher is trying to(lad the student

to discover his or her own erno by an extended

dialogue, during which moli.e immediate goals arise.

2; Shorter fixes before longer fixes. Teachers typiplly.

will correct errors'or ()Missions that can be taken care:

of quickly, before taking on more extensive problems.

For example, teachers will often deal with errors

,about facts'. Or abOut principles o0t4lide the domain

being ,taught, by simply telling the student the correct

answer (Stevens .and Collins, 1977) . This is done

quickly, ,cso it tends 4'to take highest priority. But

shorter fixes do not always take precedence; for

evisple in .the dialdigue on' rain in Oregon4 the second

and third steps were dealt with,much more quickly than

the first step, which took precedencwi.because of

priority 3.

-3..Prior Steps before later steps. Teachers.often take,up

stepsoin causal,chains in the order of occurrence, so

that the discussion moves in the order of temporal. or

causal sequence.

Oregon example

0

hi (is 'what the teacher did in the

when he identified three missing steps

N
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in his causal-thegry, and then asked about., the fin*

Kissing step. This may often, be ,violated wher,0

. branching structures occur in .the theory, the

student brings up a.causal factor somewhere in the

middle or at the end of the chain.

4. Low-order factors before high-order factors. Teachers

select more important (i.e., loW-ordep informattonl

before less important (i.e., high-order) infvmation,

particularly .when a pop-up occurs and they have to
4

select a new t:Iranch of a caUsal structure to pursue.

This priqrity is 'violated frequently in that teachers

pursue branches or* subparts of a causal model in detail

before taking up other branches. T4is occurred in the

Oregon dialogue where the teacher 1.4nt into a fair

amount of detail about ,currents and evaporatiop in

pursuing .the first missin step, belOre taking up the

second.and thircl missing s eps.

*5. Students who haven't spioken for awhile before students

who have.* This is most noticeable in tKe Schlank and

Beberman dialogues where the teacher is trying to get

all the students to participate and veripalize their

theories. It is violated when theteacher is pursuing
-

a particular lipe of inquiry with one of another

to

student. .
1



. ,

The'se five principles are the ones we have

identify in, the dialogues, but there may be oth

are also Contributing to the order in which goals

agenda.

able 'to

les.tlhat

to the

case selection with respect.to goAls. n a set
1 V

of high-level goals, the teacher selects cases that op ze 'the

ability of the student to.master those goal's. Tihere appean to be

several pverAll strategies that teachers apply'in selecting cases:

1. Select cases that illustrate lower-otder factors before

higher-or.der factors. For example, in teaching about

rainfall, Collins and Stevens move from cases Like the

Amazon and Ireland that exemplify a first-order theory

to cases li'ke Eastern America or Patagonia where the

factors Are more complex. In teaching the,distributive

law, Anderson.chose cases that systematically isolated

one factor after another.

2. Select more salient or more frequent cases before less

salient or less' frequent cases. Other thingsdpeing

equal, a South Amefican geography teacher will select

cases like Brazil and Argentina rather than Paraguay

and puyana: A medical professor will select the most

frequent diseases and the ones that are most important

to diagnose.

3. gelect cases such that a genttralization win. make

'prediction easier or leAs tedious. This \I's moSt

evident in the Beberman and Anderson transcripts whee

-42-
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40
they present a series of math problems that are rather .

tedious to work until.you see the short cut (see Neches

and. Hayes, 1978 for a discus.sion of 'strategy

modifidation) that leads to a significant

generarization, in one case the rules for addition of:

real numbers, in.the other thern disfributive law. This

case selection, strategy has its analog in

non-procedural domains when the teacher selects a set

of cases that have some generalization that .makes

prediction easier. lor example, i n the domain of

factors affecting rainfall the teacher might select. a

'Set of cases like Southern California, Northern Africa,

Northern' Chile-, Western Australia, and Namibia in orcipr

to lead the student to induce the generalization that

any place on the western side of a continent in the
4

latitude of 20 to 30 degrees will have little rainfall.,
4

4. Select well-known cases that arise in the studerit's

experienCe. This strategy is most evideot ,in the

Warman dialogues wi.h preschoolers, where she selects

cases that arise in the coarse of school (concerning,a

problem about playing with blocks or a movie they saw)

to get the children to generalize about moral actions.

This same strategy is apparent in the selection' Of

well-known canes by Schank, Anderson, ana Collins.

Because students have more knowledge in tire cases,

they are better able to consider all the relevant

factors and to abstract rules relating the factors to

the dependent variable.
-43-
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The student model. The teacher's model of the individual

student guides.the selection of which parts of the domain to

*discuss, which parts toi'skip over beciause they will be too difficult
),

for the student to assimilate, and which parts to assume the student

knows .(Collihs, et al., 1975). It also guides the teacher in

attempting to diagnose the student'sisconceptions about the domain

(Stevens, 'Collins, and Goldin, 1979; Stevens and Collins, in press).

We assume that the teacher has two types of a priori

information that are used in constructing models of individual

students: (1) a structured theory Of the domain and \attached to

each element in the theorq (i.e., each node or link) the relative

likelihood that any student will know about tliat element,- ahd (2) a

set of underlying misconceptions (alternative rules or theories)

that different studentsimight have. We will discuss ,in turn how

these two kinds of information guide the selection of goals to

pursue.

..When we say41that the teacher has a notion of the relative

.likelihood that any -student will know a given element, we do not

mean that the teacher thinks there's a 30% chance student A will

know one element andi 201 chance another element. Rather we assume

only a partial ordering on the .elements, reflecting perhaps when the

teacher learned each elem,ent. This partial ordering corresponds to

the notion of first-order to nth-orden factois in a *theory. For

example, the factors affecting temperature of a place might be

partially ordered as follows: latitude, altitude, ocean 'currentt,

distance frm 'the ocean, cloud and tree cover. The teacher's
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pssumption is that students earn the elements in approximately this
4

same order. Therefore it is possible to gauge, wbat thp student will

know or not know' based on a few correct and incorrect reSponses.

These 'responses are used to determine the criterion point in the

partial ordering, above which the student is likely eo know any

element and below which the student is unlikely to know any element.

In our earlier work (Collin8, et al., 1975b) we noted,four

levels of elements with respect to this criterion point in the

partial ordering that determine the goals the teacher will pursue.

We iepeae those here in terms of our current framework:
.

. Elemeilts the teacher can assume the student knows, and*

hen e need not pursue.

2: Elem nts-the student maNii know, and so the teacher asks

the stu provide them (i.e., give predictions,

factors, etc.) These include all the elements just

above and below the criterion point.

3. Elements the student will not be able to figure out,

'and so the teacher will tell the student if they come

up in the dialogue.

4.\iElements so far beyond .the student's current leyel.that

they can not be assimilated until the student has more

I,i formation. These elements are not mentioned by.the

teacher.

Thus these Levels determine what goals will be added to the agenda

goals will be added for teaching elements at levels 2 and 3)



and whether these will. be pursued with questions (level 2) or

comments (level 3),

1

The experienced teacher also accumulates a'large'amOunt of

knowledge about the'pOssible misconceptions st

)

dents may have. In

the domain of rainfall,owe (Stevens, et al. 0 1979) have identified
1

sixteen basic misconCeptions students have, based on systematic

questioning of eig t high school 'students. In arithmetic Brown and

Burion (1978) have ide tified the 50 most common procedural errors

that primary students have, based on data from 1300 Nicaraguan

children. Depending on the question or the problem, a articular

misconception can appear in many diffeeent formS, so that a teacher

must recognize a variety of manifestatrigns for each possible

misconception.

We think that teacherp store many of the misconceptions they

see.as perturbations of' 'subparts 411 the knowledge structure they are
) .

trying to teach. When a student makes a misstatement, the teacber

may recognize it as a m4nifestatiom Of one of the possible

misconceptions. If the teacher can not identify the misconception

underlying the error, or if the.re is a pattern of misconceptions

thitt. frequently 'occur together (Stevens et al, 1979) , the teacher

wiil ask questions to identify-wIlat the underlying Misconceptions

are tn, order to,correct any' misconceptions there are a variety of
60

actions the teacher' may take (Stevens and Collins, 1977) . The

teacher may simply inform the student of the correct answer, or if

he teacher thinks the student won't get further confused,

counterexamples, hypothetical cases, or traciing consequences may. be

111

a
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used to encobrage the studént to debug his or her own misconception.
P

CONCLUSION

This I summarizes what. we think are the most important elements
.1.

.of effective teaching. By turning teaching into problem-solving in

this way, by selecting cases that optimize the abilities the'teacher

is trying to teach, by making students grapplp with coun-teremples

and entrapments, the students are challenged more than by any ,other

teaching method. Because of the experience they are able to attack

novtl problems by applying these strate6ies thftselves,



Appendix °

t.

TEACHING STRATEGIES IN THE THEORY

4,

''Case'Selection Strategie's

CSS1: Positive paradigm exemplar for fac o4s

If (1) a student has not identified many of the factors thai are

relevant to a particular value on the dependent variable,

then (2) pick a case where as many as possible of the values on the

.factors are consistent with the particular value on the

dependent variable.

EXAMPLE

If a student is being.taught the factors affecting whether a

place has heavy'raintall or not, pick a case like the Amaion or

Oregon where all the factors have.values that lead-to heavy

rainfall.

CSS2: Negative paradigm exemplar for factors

If (1) a student has not identified many of the factors that' are

relevant to a particular value oR the dependent variable,

then (2) pick a case where as many as possible of the values on the

factors are inconsistent with the particular value on the

dependent Oariable.
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EXAMPLE

4Ps

If a studen't is being taught the factors affedting whethet a

place has heavy rainfall:or not, 13.fck a case like the Sahara or

$outhern California where All the factors have values that lead

to little rainfall.

CSS3: Positive exem lar for a sufficient factor (Near hit)

If (1) a studept has not identified a factor that is sufficient

for a particular value on the'dependent variable,

then (2) pick a case where the factor is predominant, the value of

the factor is consistent with bilk given value of the dependent

variable, the values of the 'ether sufficient kactorp are

inconsatent with the given v?alue of the dependent variable,

and the dependent variable has the givelt value.

EXAMPLE

Suppo e a teacher wants a studen# to see that you don't need

rainfall for growing-rice. Then the teacher might choose Egypt,

Which' has little rainfall, but does grow rice by using

irrigation from the Nile.

CSS4: Negative exemplar for a necessary factor.(Near miss)

If (1) a student has not identified a fabtor that is necessary for

a particular vallue on the dependent variable,

then (2) pick a case where the factor is predominant, the value of

the factor is inconsistent with the given value of the

49-- -fm
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0+

dependent variable, the values of the other factors are

consistent with the given value of the dependent variable,
)

and the dependent variable has the oppos,ite value.
,

EXAMPLE (from Collins on factors affecting population densit/)

4

T. (In discuysing. population density, le student had not

identified climate as a factor.) OK. Now do you think it's

very Aense in Alaska? (CSS4: Pick a negative exemplar for a

necessary factor)

S. No.

T. Why? (IS61 Ask for relevant &actors.)

S. I would imagine because of the cold?

CSS5: Generalization dxemplar for factOrs (Maximal pair)

If (1) a student has not identified one or more factors that /are

-relevant to a particular value on the dependent variable, /and

(2) there 'is a case identified that is "a positive or,.n gative

exemplar for those eactors.

then (3) pick a'case that has the same or similar values as tt!le

previous case on the given factors, that has as.different a
*
value as possible on other factors, and that has the same or a

simi1ar value on the dependent variable.

EXAMPLE l(from Stevens and Collins on causes of rainfall)

T. Thee current is called the Japanese curr54'nt and it comes from

the. Equator along the coast of Japan/and across to Canada and

Oreigon. (IS8b: Point out prior

-50-
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current you know aboUt with the same pattern? (CSS51 ick a

genenalization exemplar for a set Of factors) (ES14: Ask ,or a
6case with,biven values on a. set of factors)

S. I don't know,wbat you mean - the.equatorial current?

T. I Meant th, Gulf stream. (IS16b: Point out a case with given

values on a set of factors) I wanted you to see the gen ral,
pattern of currents in\the world. (IS11b: Point ut.

Omilarity in factors between sifilar cases)
.

CSS6: Differentiation exemplar fox gactors (Minimal pair)

If (1) a student has not identified one or more factors that are

relevant to a particular value on the depen t variabl and

(2) there

exemplar

then (3) pick

ease

is a case identified that th a p ive or egative

fd)r those factors,

a case that pas a different value froi the plrevious

on the given factors, that has the same or simiaatt valyes

on other $actors, and that has a different value

, *dependent variable.

the

0

EXAMPLE (from Co).lins on the factors affecting population density)

T. CI. Why do yOu suppose Java has a high population density and

some of- the other Indonesian islands have low population

density? (IS14: Ask fox differences n factors between

different cases)

S. There's so many of them.

T. Sumatra 4

(Sumatra

(CSS6,: 'Pick a, differentiation exemplar

is chosen because

-51-
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or

e.g., climate, location, but had a different 'value on the

dependen,t variable. This.forces the student to pay attention.

to .the'factors, such as.terrain, that differentiate Sava and .-.

'Sumatra).

CSS7: Exemplar to show variab'ilitypf a factor

If (1) a student has identified a factor that is elevant

particular value of the dependent variable, and

(2) there is a case identified that hA6 a'particular value on

that factor,

then (3) pick a case that ,has the same Value pn ,the dependent

Variable, that .has as different a value as possible on the

particular faCtor, and that has as similar values ag possible

on the other factors.

EXAMPLE

Suppose Java has been identified as a place tbat is warm endugh

to grow rice, then pick,a case like Japan which is much cooler
#

but still grows 'rice.

CSS8: Exemplar to show variability of the dependent yariable

If (1) a student has identified one or more factors that are

relevant to a particular value .of the dependent variable, and

(2 there is a case identified that has a particular value on
f,

the dependent variable,
.

then (3) pick a case that has the same values on the factors, and
I

that has as different:a value as possible ()A the dependent

variable.
-52-:
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EXAMPLE

*

V
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.1:14
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degeees. Then pick:a 'casealike.the --.top,,
o,

fA.Mt:,,l(i1imatijA9
. , ,l,

As

- .
near the ,equator, but thg averagetemperature'Js

m

much coldex (<32 -degreep.) .

,,,

CSS9: Counterexam e for insufficIent factDiAs.

If (1) a student proposes rule or makes-a pre.dictiOn based 'on

one or mor)e faotors that are induffthient, Or i%

(2) is entrapped by' a`dt-le (ENS 1 or ENS 9) based pn One-or

tore factors that are indufficient,

then (3) plck a case t4at has the values specified on the-

insuffidieht factors, but hot the yalue specified on t

dependent variable.

EXAMPLE (from Collins on facEors affecting grain growing)

T. Why? (i.e. why do they grow rice in Louidiana)° (IS5: Ask for

relevant factors)

S. Placed where.there is A lot of water. I think-, rice requires

the ability to selectively flood'field8.
-

T. OK. Do you think there's a lot of rice in say Washington and

Oregon? (CSS9: Pick a counterexample- for. an Usufficient

tor) (IS1: Adk for the value clif.the dependent variathe) (T

sel cts,a case where there is a lot of water but no rice: this
r-

co nte,rexample then led the' student 'to consider climate and..

terrain).

4
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R.

.CSS10: CounterOxample.for.unnecdSsarJaCtors'

If (1) a student proposes a rule or makes a prediction based 'on

One Or more factors that are unnecessary, or

(2) is ent-rapped by a rule' (ENS 2 or ENS .10) based on one or'

more.6ctcirs that are unnecessary,

then .(3) pick a case that does not have the. values specified on the

unnecessary factors, but doe*s have the value specified on the*

Aependent variaiple.
. r

EXAMPLE .(from Collins on factors affecting grain growing)

,
S. (In response. to.why they can not'sIxowice in Oragon). I don't

t'
think the _land is flat enOugh. You've got.to have flat land so

you can flbod a lot ofit,

T. What about Japan? (CSS10: Pick a counterexample ''fot an

.unnecessany factor). (IS1: Ask for the.value of the dependent

.varia61e) (Ja401. grows rice but does not.have.much flat land.)

CSS11:. Counterexample for.an irrelevant factor

14:

If (1) student proposes a rule or mikes a, prediction based on

obe or more factors that are irrelevant, or

(2) is entrapped by a rule (ENS 3 or ENS 11) based on one or
U.

4 more factors that are irrelevant,

s. then. (3

4

it

a case that °has the values specified pn the irrelevant

ctors, but does not have, the valta6 sppbified ah.the.deppndent

variable, or

-54-2



(4) pidk a case that does,not have the values specified on, the
t,

irrelevant factors but does have the value,specified on the
A

aependent variable.

EXAMPLE

7,

WO.

Suppose'a student proposed that having 'high humiday 'was

necessary for growing rice or predicts that Java grows rice
v,

because of the high humidity, then the teacher can ask about

Egypt where the humidity, is low,but rice is grown, or the Congo

whet", humidity is high but, no rice is, grown.

CSS12: Counterexample for an,incorrect value on a factor

If (1) a student proposes a rule or makes a prediction based on

one or more values of factors that are incorrect, or

'(2) a student iS entrapped by a rule (ENS 4 or ENS 12) based on

one or more values of factors that are incorrect,

ttlheh (3) pick a caSe that has the values specified A the factors,

but does not' have the value Specified on the dependent

variable,,oe°A

(4) pick a case that does not have the values specified on the

factort, but does have the value specified on the dependent
c--

variable.

EXAMPLE

Suppose,a student proposed that having a cool temperatute is

necessary for growing rice or predicts that Japan grows rice

beaUse it is cool, the)1 the. teactIrr,can ask about .Java where

( -55-



'the temperature is Atlite warm all year Around and they grir

.rice, or about Oregon which is cool but where no rice is grown.

CSS13: Construdt a hypoilletical case-for insufficient factors

.If'(1) a student proposes a rule or makes a prediction based on .

oKe-or more factors that are insufficient, or

(2) is entrapped by a rule (ENS1 or ENS9) based on one or more

factors that are insufficient, ,

tri
then (4,3) conStruct a case that .has the values specified on the

insufficient factors, but aot the values specified on Ihe

dependent variable.

EXAMPLE

CT,

Suppose a student suggests they don't grow riqe i British

Columbia because it is too mountainous,'ask the student 'If

British Columbia were flat cduld* they grow rice then?". The.

answer is that they could not, because of the cold temperature.

CSS14: Construct a hypothetical case for unnecessarx factors

If (1) a student proposes a fule or makes a prediction based on

one or more factors that are unnecessary, or

(2) is entrapped by a rule (ENS2 or ENS10) based on One or more
.

factors that are.unnecessary,

then (3) construct a case that does not have the values specified on

,the unnecessary factors, but does have the value speóified on

- the dependent variable.
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EXAMPLE'

Suppose a student suggests they grow rice in Louisiana because

it. rains a lot there, then the teacher might ask "If it didn't

At/rain a lot in Louisiana, couldi'they still grow rice there?".

The answer is 'they could by irriiating the rice paddies from

the Mississippi River.

CSS15: Construct a othetical case for irrelevant factors

If (Wa.student proposes a rule or makes a preiliction based on

one or more faCtors that are irrelevant, or

(2) ip entrapped by a role (ENS3. or ENS11).based on one or more

factors that are irrelevant,

then (3) coastruct a case that has the values specffied ori the

irrelevant factors, but does not have the valde specified on

the dependent variable, or

(4) construct a case that do.es not have the values specified on

the Chelevant factors, but does have the iialue specified on

the dependent variable.
44,

EXAMPLE

Suppose a child asserts that John's tripping of Sam was bad

tocause Sacbroke his leg, then the teacher might ask whether

John was bad even if Sam didn't hurt himself at all, or even if

Sam had accidentally tripped over John and broke his leg.

-57n,
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CSS16: Cotstruct a hypothetical case for incorrect values of factors

If (1) a student proposes a.rule or makes a prediction based on

one or more values of factors that'ae incorrect, or

(2) a student is entrapped by a rule (ENS4 or ENS12) based on

one or more.values of factors that are incorrect,

'then (3) construct a case that has the values. Specified on the

factors, but does not have the 'value specified.on the dependent

variable, or

(4) construct a case that does not have the values specified on

the factors, but does have the value pecified on.the dependent

va1 riable.

EXAMPLE (from Warman on who can play with blocks)

S. How about nogiris play with anything and boys play° With

everything. (This is one boy's proposal for a fair rule.)

T. Ok. Let's take a vote. Boys, how about if you don't play with

any toys here in 'school? (CSS16: Construct a hypothetical

case for an incorrect value On a factor) (ES2: Ask if rule is.

correct or incorrect)



Entrapment Strategies

ENS1: Rule based on ihsyficient factors

If (1) a student explains the value of the dependent° variable .

based on one or Iwsre factors that are not sufficient, or

(2) makes a prediction based on one Or mckre factors that .are

not sufficient,

then (3) ask, if it is a general 'rule that the dependent yariable

must have the' yalue specifted . given the values of the

'rlsufficient factors.

'EXAMPL (from Anderson on factors affecting temperature).
,

S. (In respon'se to a question about why he predicted Newfoundland

was colder in winter 'than Montana) Newfoundland is further

north.

T. Yes, Newfoundland is further north than Montana. (ES6b: Point

out correct value of a factor) Are you arguing then, that if

you take any two places in tile Northern Hemisphere, the one .

which is 'further north will have the lower average winter

temperature? ,(ENS1: Entrapment rule based on an insufficient

iactor)

ENS2: Rule base\ d on unnecesspry fattoi's

-

\.\

, /If (1) a studTt explains the value of the tdependent variable

based on ohe\or.more factors that are not necessar or

(2) ,,makes .a ,prediction Lased on one or more f.actors that are

not necessary',



4 a

then (1) ask if it is a general rule that the, unnecessary factors

tat have the values specified given 1,he valu'e of the dependen

variable.

4

EXAMPLE

SuppOse a student says lots of rainfallsis kreason for growing

rice, or predicts that a place with heavy xainfall grows rice,

then ask "Do you think it is necessary to have heavy rainfall

tO grow rice?"

ENS3: Rule based on irrelevant factors

If (1) a student explains the value of the dependent variable

hased on one or more fact *64 that are irrelevant, or

(2) makes a prediction based on one or more factors that are

irrelevant,

then (3) ask if it is a general rule that the dependent variable

must have the value specified given the value-s of the

irrelevant factors.

EXAMPLE

Suppose a student says they grow Tice in China.becaLthe of thiir

oriental nature, or' predicts they grow rice in Mongolia because

of their oriental nature, ask if it is general rule that people
St

with an oriental nature grow rice.

4
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ENS4: Rule based on incorrect values of.factors

fIf (1) a student .explains the value \of the dependent variable

based on one or more incorrect values of factors, or

(2) makes a prediction based on one or more incorrect _values of

factors,

then (3) ask if it is a general rule that the dependent variable

must have the value.specified given the incorrect values*of the
rN..,

,factors.
...

EXAMFLE i

Suppose a student LIgiists that a place grows.rick ecause it

. has a dry climate, ask if generally a place must hav, dry

climate to grow rice.

ENS5; PreAction based on insufficient faJtors

If (1) a case As selected. where. the valuqr (4 the dependent,

variable is inconsistent with the-value of one or more factors

that are not sufficient,'and

(2) the value of the clependent variable has not beeh specifiied,

then (3) ask if the dependent variable has the value that is

consistent with the values of the insufficient factors, or

(4) ask the student to make a prediction based Oh the

?
,

insufficient factors.
k

0

4
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\XAMPLE (from Collins on .factors affeCting average temperature)

4,T. Is it very hot along the coast here? (points to Peruvian coast

neat the equator, where tjhe effect of latitude is overridten by

.ocean currents.) (ENS5: Entrapment into prediction basea on_

insufficient factors)

, S. I don't remember

T. No. It turns opt there's a'very -cold current coming up thet

-,coast, and it bumps- against-Perund tends to make the coastal\

area cooler, although it's near the equator. (IS7b:, Point out

values of factors) (IS1b: Point out value of the dependent

variable)

)

ENS6: Prediction based on unnecessary factors

If (1) a case is selected where the value' of the dependent

variable is inconsistent with a valueiof one or mo're factors

that are not necessary, and

(2) the value of the dependent vaniable has not been specified,

then (3) ask if the dependent variable has thel value that is

\consistent with the values of the unnecessary factors, or
* ;

'(4) ask the dtudent to 4ake a prediction based on the necessary.

ek,actors.

EXAMPL

Suppose .EgyEA has been selected to discuss rice\growing, then

the tacher can ask if the student thinks they('can not grow

rice there given there is little rain, or whether the student

thinks they could grow rice or pot.

-62 It
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ENS7: Prediction based fn irrelevant factors

If (1) a case is selecte.d where the value of the dependent

variable is inconsistent with wpat the student would predict.

given the values of one or more irrelevant factors, and

(2) the value of the dependent variable has not been specified,

then (3) ask if the dependent variable Pas the value that the

student thinks is consistent with the values of the irrelevant

factors, or

(M) ask the student to make a prediction based on the

irrelevant factors.

EXAMPLE 1

. Suppose a, student thinks an Oriental nature is necessary for

growing rice, then ask "Do they grow rice in Mongolia, 0.nce

they have an Oriental nature?" or "Do you think they grow rice

or not in Mongolia?"

ENS8: Prediction based on incorrect values of.factors

. ,

If (1) a case is selected wherel the value of the dependent

variable is inconsistent with what the student would predict

given the values of one or more factors for which the student's

4 rule is incorrect, and

(2) the value of the dependent variable has not been speclified,

/then (3) ask if ,the dependent variable has the value that the

student thinks is aonsistent with the values of the factors, or



S.

(A) ask the dtudent toemake a prediction based on'theindorrect

value of the factor.

EXAMPLE

Suppose a student thinks a dry climate is necessary, for growing

rice, then ask if they grow rice in Arizona since.it has a dry

climate, or ask whether.they can grow rice in Arizona.

ENS9: Entrapment based on insufficient factors

If (1) a particular value of the dependent variable is being

considered for a case, and

(2) there are one or more insufficient factors that have values

inconsistent.with that value of the dependent variable,

then 4(3) ask if the valuepf the insufficient factors are

consistent with that value of the dependent variable.

'EXAMPLE

Suppose a ptudent is considering whether they grow rice in

Florida, ask if the warm climate would account fot, the.'

inability to grow rice there.

ENS10: Entrapment.based on unnecessary factors
4

\ If (1) a particular value o'f the dependent vartable is being
.

;

considered for a case, and .

..

I

,(2) there are one or more unnecessary, factors that have values

inconsistent,with that value of the dependent variable,

then (3) ask if the values of ishog unnecessary factors are consistent

with the value of the' dependent variable.

A



EXAMPLE

Suppose a student is ponsidering whether they grow rice in

Egypt, ask if, the lack of rainfall-would make him think they

grow rice there.

ENS11: Entrapment baselon irrelevant factors

If (1.) particular value of the dependerut ',variable is being

. considered for a case, and

(2) there are one or more irre;evant'factors that a student

might consider relevant,

then (3,ask if the values of the irrelevant factors-are consistent

with, thait value of the dependent variable.

EXAMPLE (from Swets and Feurzeig on medical diagnosis)

T. Pleural pain, dyspnea,-fever, and the physical exam signs: are

certainly consistent with pulmonary infarction. (ES7b: Point

out-values of factors 'are correct) Do you thtnk that shaking'

chills' and the presence of rusty sputum fiarther sOpports this

diagnosis? (ENS11: Entrapment based oft irrelevant factors)

S. No.

A
T. Right.

o
ANS12: Entrapment based on incorrect values of factors

If (1) a particular value of the dependents vaeiable is,

considered for a Case, and
.

. .(2) there are values of one or- more factors that are
7

inconsistent with that value of the dependent.Variable,
% ':'. 1
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then (3) ask if the values of the,factors.are consistent with the

value of the dependent Variabfe.-

EXAMPLE

Suppose a student is considering a diagnosis,of pulmonary

infarction for a case raith a low white blood count, the teacher

might/aik if the ite blood count is' consistent with
+pulmary infar In fact a high white blood count is

consistent with pulmonary infarction.

.4%
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Identification Strategies

IS1: Ask for value of the dependent varilib1e

If (1) a case has beeq selected, and

(2) the value of tile dependent variable has not been sPecified;

1.

then (3) ask the student to identify- the value of the dependent

variable.

ISla: Suggest a valUe of tqt dependent variable

AO'

If (1)'a case has been selected, and

(2) the student doesn't know the value of the dependent

variable,
'

then (3) suggest a possible value of the dependent vaiiabl for t e'

student to Consider.

IS1b: Point out the value of the dependent variable

If (.1) a vase has been selected, and

(2) the student is mistaken about or doesn't know the value of

the dependent* var iable

.then (3) tell the student the correct value of the dependent
.

variable.

EXAMPLE (from Stevens kld Collins on the causeg of rainfall)

T. Do you think it'rains much in Oregon? (I$1: Ask for value of

the dependent variable)

S. No.

I.

bit
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Ar. Why do yOU thinX it.'dc?ean"t rain much in Oregqp? (IS6: AsX

foC relevant factors)

S. I'm 4t exactly sure just hypothesizing - it seems to me t t

the surrounding states have a rather dry climate, but I re

don't know any-thing about the geogrAphy of Oregon.

T. It does in fact fain a.lOt'in Oregon. (IS1b: 12int out value.

of dependent variable). an you. guess what causes.the rain
#0

there? (IS6: Ask for relevan factors)

IS2: Ask for the formulation of a ru4le

'If (1) 9ne or.more factors-have been identified,

then (2) apk how theivargpS of the factors .are related to the value

'of the dependeneivaiAable.,

EXAMPLE , (from Anderson'on factors affecting temperature

T. Please try to be more preciseAe.g., with respect tO tile effect

of latitude.on teTperature). Would you, for instange, sgy that

if you take any two places in the Norothern Hemisphere, the one

Curthest south, has the colder , Winter temperatures?

(IS2a Suggest tge formulatiom of a rule)

I53: Ask, for 'the formulation of an lalternative

If (1) an incorrect rule ias been specified rel ing,the values of.

one ,or mo're factors With a.particular value of the dependent

var i,able,'

ttien (2) ask fqr thCformulation of an\ alternative rule.
11
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EXAMPLE (from Anderson on factors affecting temperature)

S. (In 'response to quetion under I52 above) No
#
that.

.wouldn't say

T. Watt Would You say? (IS3: A,sk for the formulation

alterhative ruleW

IS4: Ask f®r sufficient, factOrs

an

If (1) there are one or more sufficient factors that have Nit tsee.
4

identified,

ther-T2.L ask the student to identify those factors.

EXAMPLE

Suppose a student has not ideTItified irrigation or a means of

obtaining enough water to.grow rice, the teacher might ask "Is

there any wly to obtain enough water to grow rice other than

, from rainfall?".

IS5: Ask for necessary factorts

!I

If (1) there are one or more necessary factors that have not been

then (2) ask the student to idenlify those factors.

EXAMPLE
. t

,
. b

tuppose a student has not identified any factors that affect
I

.
.

/

whether(a'place has heavy Tiainfall, a teacher,D14ght ,ask "What
,

is necessary to have heavy rainfall in,-a. place?"

-69-
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156: Ask for relev,ant factors

If (1) there are either necessary or sufficient factors .. that have

not been identified,

'40ion A2) a'sk the student for any relevanE actors.

EXAMPLE (from Anderson on factors affecting temperature).

T. Which is likely to have the coldest winter days, Newfoundland,

or Montana? ( Erikrapment into prediction based on
0 ,

insufficiant factors) (In this case a secondary factor

overrides a primary, factor.)

I
S. Newfoundfand.

1

T. Please give your reasons, for . answering Newfoundland.

(IS6. Ask for relevant factors)

157: Ask for values of factors
Arp.

(1) there a,re relevant factors that have been identified for a

lpárticular case, but

(Q) ,the values of the tors have not been identified for thai

case,

then (3) ask the student for je values of the factors'.
!

EXAMPLE '(from Collins o factors affecting qraim growing)

I suppose Zthere are places, like Nigeria is ?pretty dqrn

fertile.
1

T. OK. It's fertile, but whgt other, qualities (IA6: Ask for'

relevant Iactors) Is the temperature warm or. cold?

.a70 -



(IS5a: Suggest a necessary actor). (IS7: Ask for the value of'

a factor)

TSB: Ask lor prior fteps
A

CI
If (1) a particular step in a causal chain or preCedure has been.

identified, ,and

(2) there are 'prior steps that have not been identi ied,

, then (3) ask the student to identify the prior steps. ,

%

EXAMPLE (from Stevens and Collins on causes of rainfall)

T. Where does the moisture in the air come from?

Prio( steps)

S. Help.

T. The moisture evaporates from the ocean.

Ask for .

(IS8b: 'Point out

prior ste Why do you think a lot of moisture evaporates?

(IS8: Ask fir prior steps)

69: Ask for inter iate ste s

If (1) two steps i causal chain or procedure that 'are not,

adjacent have bee idehtified,

t.hen (2)-ask the to identify the intermediate stePs.

EXAMPLE (from Stevens an& Collins on causes'of rainfall)

S. When the moisture laden air reaches the mountains it is forced

to rise and consequently the air cools? causing rainfall, no?

T. Why does cooling cause rdinfall? (159: Ask for intermediate

steps.)

p.
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ISW:.Ask for'subSequent steps

If..(1) a particular step in

identified, and

a caubal chainsor procedure has been

(2) 'there are subsequent steps that, have not been ident4i d,

then (3) ask the student to i.dentify the subsequent steps

EXAMPLE: (from Anderson on., oF-a4ity of draft resiAEors)
\-/

S. You just cani"t'have individuals deciding which laws they are

going to obey.

T. so , you wou ld Say the American revolutionaries should have

followed. the .law. (CSS9: Pick -a counterexample for an

insufficient factor) ;

S. Yes, I gue,ss sb.

T... If they had obediently followed all the laws we might not have

had the American revolution .(IS1Qa:

a.
1511: Ask for,similarities in fpctors btwe'n similar.cases

t a subsequent step)

If (1) two or more cases ha),e beet identified that have similar

values on the dependent variable,

then (2) ask the student to identify any factors on which the cases

have similar values.
0

EXAMPLE (from!Warman-on morality of characters in Peter Pan)

T. What makes those' characters good? (referring to Peter Pan,

Tiñ'cerbell, and Wendy) (IS11: As for similarities in factors

'bet een similarcases)

.-k7 2 -141Q



IS12: AOk Ibr diffdrenCes in factors between similar cases

If (1) two or more cases have been identified that have similar .

value's on the dependent variable,

then (2) ask the student dlikdentify-any factors on which the cases

1-1 different'valUe's.

. EXAMPLE

Suppose that both Japan and Java have been identified as

producing rice, therteacher could ask the student for any

differences in factors between the two cases'. In fact Japan is

colcier and much more mountainous. This.indicates that flat

land and a tropical climate are not necessary factors.
I -.--,

fS13: Ask for similarities

If (1) two or more eases have been identified that have different

values on the deendent variable,

then (2) ask the student to identify a'ny factO4rs.on which the cases

have similar values.

n factocs between different cases

Suppose that Oregon has been identified as having a lot of

rain, and Baja California as having lit* rain, then the

teacher might ask'what factors they have in'common. Sincd they

ate both on the western coast of the continent, that means that

that factor doesn t determine the amount of eainfall.



1

IS14: Ask for differences in factors between different casep

If (1) two or'more cases have been identified that have different

values on bhe dependent variable,

then (2) ask the student to iilentify any factors on wiiich the case-s'

have different values.

WAMPLE (from Anderson on factors affecting temperature)

S. Some other factor besides ilorth-south distance must also.affect

temperature.

T. Yes. Right. What could this factor be? (IS5: Ask for

nece.ssary factors)

S. I don't have any idea.

T. Why 'don't you look at your map of North America. Do you see

any 'differences between Montana and Newfoundland? (IS14: Ask

for diffeNnce_s in factors between different cases)

IS15: Ask fOr.a-case with a given value' on the dependent variable

If (1) there is no case currently being considered, and

(2) here is

considered,

a particular value of the dependent variable .t,o be

then (3) ask the student to pick a Case that has ,that value ori the
\\.

dependent vari

//

0



4

VXAMPLE (from Collins on factors affectir grain growing)

triti-kY1C-e might be .grown?

(ISIS: Ask for a case wittv a given valuei.on the deperident

variaGke,)

S. Louislana

IS16: Ask for a ca'se with given values on some factors

If (1) there is no case currently being-considered, and

(2) there are Particular values of some. Set of. fActors to be

considered,

then (3) ask the stude t for a case .that'has the given values on the
1

set'of factors.

EXAMPLE

r-

Given a discussion of rice growing,.the teacher might ask a

.student if he knows, a grace where there\JS a lot of rainfall

b9t it is rather cold ( .4., orpgon).

kgs

IS17: Ask for a case with given values on some itctorinand t e--
e.

deprldent variable

Ift) there is no case currently-being considered, and

(2) ttlere is some pair,ing of values on paTticuIar factors an

. on the dependent variable to be considered,
,

...)then (3) askAhe s\tudent for a case' th t has the given values on the

factors and on the"dependent valksible.

-7 5-
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EXAMPLE

Given a discussion of rice growing, the her might ask a

student if he knows a place w ere ere s a lot of.rainfall,

but no rice is grown (e.g., 0 gon)



Evaluation Strategies

ES1: Ask if the value of the dependent variable is corre.ct or

incorrect

If (1) a value hal,been'suggested for the dependent variable in a

particular case,

then (2) ask the student if that value is correct or incorrect.

EXAMPLE (from Collins on factors affecting gra,,in growing)

T. What do you think"they live on in West Africa?, (TS1: Ask

f.

valu7Jof the dependent variable)

S.

S. I guess they grow some kind of grain in West Africa,

T. What kind is most likely? (IS1: Ask for value of the deperident

variable)

S. Wheat.

T. You think wheat is the most likely grain? (ES1: Ask if the

value of the dependent variable is correct or not)'

ES2: Ask if a rule is correct or incorrect

If (1) a rule has been suggested.relating a set of factors to the

dependerrt variable,

then (2) ask the studerit if the rule is correct or incorrect.4

EXAMPLE (from Warman on who can play with blocks)

T. How about if we had boys kcoUld play wilh everything but blocks?

(CSS13: Construct a hypothetical,. ca8e for insufficient,

factors) (E52: Ask if rule is correct or incorrect) '(Warman,

-77-9,



treats fairness as the deppndent variable, and heie suggests a

, -rule ddrived, hypothetiCaT---case for--

insufficient factOrs.) 41t.

ES31 Ask if a rule £s the same as or different from another rule

If (1) a dile hak been suggested which appears similar to anolher

rule,

then (2) ask if the rule is the same as or different from the other

rule.

EXAMPLE (from Warman on who can play with blocks)

Sl. I've got a good idea. Everybody play with blocks..

T. What do you think about that? (ES2: Ask if a rule is correct

or incorrect)
I 4

S2. Rats.

T. Isn't that the rule we have now? (ES3: Ask if a rule is the

same or different from another rule)

41K

ES4: Ask if factors,are sufficient or insufficient

If (1) one or more factors have been identified with respect to a

particular value of the dependent variable,
.

.
,

then (2) ask the s94dent if the factors are sufficient or

insufficient to eterrirrhe the value of the dependent.variable.
/

t

EXAMPLE (from Swets and Feurzdig on identifying letters)

T. Start when%ready (The student must guess

features)

-78-
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t.,

S. Cgives?'

T. One.

S . Loose .ends?

T: Two.

S . Obliques?

T. Zero.

S. O.

T. YOU don"t.have enough information yet to get t4e.right
'

$ -

(ES4b: Point out that factors are insufficient).HoW do you

know it isn't J, for example? (ISla: Suggest a value of the

dependent variable)

ES5: Ask if factors are necessary or unnecessary
1

If (1) one or more fa6tors havp beef: identitied with respect to_ a

particular valup.of the dependent variable,
,

then (2) ask the student if the factors are necessary or unnecessary
,

to determine the valpe of the dependent variable.

. -

EXAMPLE

-Suppose a student suggests that places'with a Iotbi'rain can

grow rice,, the teacher might ask "Do you haveh to have a lot of'

_rain in order to grow rice?"

ES6: Ask if factors are relevant or irrelevant

If (1) one or more factors have been identified. with respect to a

partiallar valvte of the dependent variable,

4.

-79-
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`6.

then_i_21_4.5h.,_the-studeflt-4-1-the-tactors-ar6 relevant or reeievant

to the value of the dependeht variable
;

EXAMPLE (from Warman on w o'can play with blocks)

4

S. How about all the boys take all the blocks and put,them outside

and the blocks stay 9utside .the building.

T so we liave the blocks outside the. buifding. (kestate rule) Then
1101do we' atill haVe the problem? (ES6: Ask if a factor is

relevant orirrelevant) (Warman is asking 100 t er having' the

Jolocks'oUtside'is relevant to fairness.)

'ES7: Ask if:the values of fa tora are correCt or incorrect
_,

%Tf'(l) the values of one or mbre factors have' been identified with

respect'to a particular, value of the dependent Variable,

therv:(2) ak the student if the values of the laCt:ors are correct or
w,.

'incOrfct with respect to the value of the dependent variable.

, EXAMPLE (from lorets and Feurzeig on MedicalAiagnosis)

',T. In that ,case I'd like

0

talk about ,viral pneumonia.

(ISIal Suggest a value of the dependent variable) The

tachycardi'a, high WBC, elevated respiratory rate, shaking

chills, bloody, sputum, and severe pleural pain Jan lend weight

to that diagnoais -.tight?;'(ES7: Ask if the Values of factors

are correct or incorrect)

4,



Sca,,

.4

En: Ask ifra step i a prior st'ep

If (1) there are two ,steps identified ' in a causal chain or'

procedure,

then (2) ask'the student if one step.is Pror\othe other step or,

not,

1

EXAMPLE
%

I.

1. AIn discussing what cautes rainfall, .the student, might mention

the air c.Ooling and riaing% The teacher might then ask the

stUdent if the air cools before it rises.

ES9: Ask if a step is an intermediate step

4

If (1) a give.n step in a causal chafn or 'procedure has been' 1

identi,fied with respect to twb other steps,
I*

then (2) ask the,student'if the step is intermediate betWeen 'the

other two ,step4.

EXAMPLE 4

Suppose a student is learning 'about evaporation processes, the

teacher'might ask- Khethe'r clouds ,form aftei vaporization takes,

, place, but before condensatiort ocotkes. 'cloud fordation is in'

fact cause b% Condensatio6.
,

ES10: Ask if a step,is,4'subtsequent step

If (1) a givbn step tip. ta 'causal chain or pxocedure has been
, ; 1

,

identified with'respect to another step,
.

' a
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1 .

then (2)

Step.

W the student if the step

EXAMPLE.

subsequent to the other

Suppose a student is liearning, the distributive law in

arithmetic (as in one of the Anderson di'alogues), hen with

respect, to the problem 7 X 12 + 3 X 12,7 ?, ihe eacher might

ask if*ou multiply by the 12 after adding t 3.

ES11: Ask if simijar cases are e same on given fa-&-tors

If (1) two or ore.cases have been identified that'have the same

value on the dependent vaeiable, and

(2) there are one or more factors tor which the cases have
V

same values,
A

then (3) askIthe student if the cases l4ve the same .or different

1111aldes.on the given factors.

S

EXAMPLE

^

Suppose the student is,learning about,the causes of'rainfall,

and the student notices that Baja California and Northern Chile

have little rainfall, the tetcher might ask if tbey have the

same latitude (4hich they do).
4

ES12: Ask if similar cases are different on

IC(1) two or more cises ilave0been identified that have the same

iven factors
tis

value on the dependent variable, and

-82- 9'0"
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A

4

4.
1.

(21 there are one or more factors for which.the bases have

difierent values,

then (3) ask the student if the cases have the same or different

values on the given factors.

EXAMPLB

I

cl

Suppose a student has identified the Amazon and Oregon as

having ak lot 'Of rainfall, then the teacher could ask if they

have the same or different values on lati ude and altitude
)

--%(they differ on both). . 11:4

t'n

ES13: Ask if dissimilar cases are the same on given factors

If al' two or more cases have beer; identified that have different

values on the dependent variablej and

(2) there are one or more factors foi which the cases have the

same values,

then .(3) ask the stu'dent if the cases have the 'same or different

values on"lhe given factdrs.

'EXAMPLE (from Andeeson'on morality df draft resistor0

T. You are saying.that what the draft resistors, did' was ,wrong
4 4.0

4 (-because they k)roke the law. The American revolutionaries broke

the laws tdo. (CSS9: Pick a 'counterexample for an

inpufficient faátor) (ESIllb: Point out that two dissimilar

4 cases are the same on a given factor) Therefore to be
4

consistent, you would have to say that what they did was' wrong.

(ISla: Suggest a value of the dependent variable)
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4
ES14: Ask if dissimilar cases are different on given factors

4

*
If (1) two or More cases have been iaentified that h'ave diffetent

values on the dependent variable, and

(2) there are one .or ,more factors foz whiCh the caSes have

different values

then (3)-ask the student if the cases have tke se or dicferent

values on the given factors.

0
EXAMPLE

dO

Suppose a student has identified Sumatea and Java as having

different population densities, 'the teac'1 might ask if they

have the same terrain.

A

0

6
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